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0.1  SUMMARY:  GUARANTEE  SECTION 
0.1.1 
The  Guarantee  Section of  the E.A.G.G.F.  finances  public  expenditure 
incurred  in  implementing  the  common  organisation of agricultural 
markets,  that is refunds  on  exports  to  non-member  countries,  whereby 
Community  agricultural products  are  sold  on  the world  market,  and 
also  interventions on  the  internal market  in order  to  support agri-
cultural prices. 
Financing  of  the definitive  system 
~:~:~:~:~:-~~~~~=~~~-~=~~~~!!~~ 
Budgetary centralisation,  together with administrative decentralisa-
tion  ensured  by  means  of monthly  advances  paid  by  the  Commission 
through  Member  States to  40 national  paying authorities or bodies 
made  it necessary to set  up  appropriate machinery  in the  form  of  aa 
ad  hoc  financial  regulation  adopted  in  November  1972.  This  Regula-
tion amplifies various  concepts  from  the point  of  view  of  budget  im-
plementation,  such as  Commission  decisions to make  global advances, 
and  payments made  by  approved  paying bodies. 
~~~~~~=~=~! 
Full application of the definitive  financing  system  to  the  three  new 
Member  States as  of 1.2.1973 was  the  subject of preparatory work  re-
lating to bringing into operation paying bodies  in Great  Britain, 
Ireland  and  Denmark  and  to application of the  procedures  and  methods 
contained  in the  regulations governing  Community  financing. 
~~~!~~~!~~!~~~-~~-~~~~~~~~~!~~~~ 
Of  the  budget  appropriations  of 2737 million u.a.  provided  for  the 
Fund,  the  Commission  paid  out  2304 million u.a.  to Member  States in 
13 monthly  advances.  Including funds  held  by  paying bodies at the 
beginning  of  the  year,  the  total  amount  available  for  1972  is 
2557 million u.a. II 
Expenditure declared  by  the  Member  States for  the  year 1972  amounts  to 
2446  million u.a.,  which,  unlike  the 1971  figure,  represents  a  rela-
tively small  difference between appropriations and  expenditure.  Expea-
diture has  been allocated as  follows:  42.5%  for refund  expenditure  and 
57-5%  for  intervention expenditure.  It should  be  noted  that  expendi-
ture  on  cereal&  milk products  and  oils and  fats  represen~ in itself 
78%  of the  total amount. 
In  implementation  of the  special Financial  Regulation  of November  1972, 
the  Commission  has  carried out  budgetary regularisation  of most  trans-
actions,  but  was  unable  to do  so  for all of  them,  Gwing  to various 
difficulties encountered. 
~~~~~~~~-~!-~~~~~~~~ 
On  the  basis  of the  Regulation  relating to  annual  declarations by  Mem-
ber States,  adopted  in July 1972,  the  Commission  has  begun  the  exami-
nation of  data received  for  the financial  year 1971. 
0.1.2  Transitional  period 
No  decision  could  be  adopted  as  to  aid  in respect  of  transitional 
period  accounts  for practical  and  technical  reasons.  However,  the  Com-
mission  continued  to  remove  obstacles delaying  such decisions.  It 
should  be  remembered  that the objective the  Community  has assigned it-
self,  by  a  Council  Regulation of July 1973,  is to make  up  the  time  lag 
by  31  December  1974. 0.2 
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SUMMARY:  GUIDANCE  SECTION 
Financing characteristics 
By  adopting Directives nos.  72/159/EEC,  72/160/EEC  and  72/161/EEC  on 
24  March  1972,  the  Council  introduced  a  Community  structural policy 
in the field  of modernization  of  farms,  measures  to  encourage  the  ces-
sation of  farming  and  the  provision of  socio-economic  guidance  for 
persons  engaged  in agriculture. 
Implementation  of these Directives in Member  States was  effected more 
slowly  than  had  been initially expected  and  the  Council  was  therefore 
led  to defer  the deadline  for their implementation until  31  January 
1973.  Commission  decisions  on  Community  financing  of  measures  adopted 
by  Member  States to  implement  these directives will  be  adopted  in 1973 
and  1974.  Initial expenditure by  the  Guidance  Section under  this 
heading will  not  be  incurred  before  1974. 
Moreover,  the  Council,  in its Resolution  of  21  March  1972,  agreed  that 
the  resources  of the  E.A.G.G.F.  Guidance  Section may  be  used  from  1972 
onward  for  regional development  measures,  pending  adoption of  the 
draft  regulation.  To  that  end,  the  Commission  reserved  25 million u.a. 
for  the 1972  budget  and  50 million u.a.  for  the  1973 budget. 
It  can  be  seen  from  the  above  that  in 1972  the activities of the 
Guidance  Section were  characterised,  as  in the past,  by  the continued 
grant  of aid  for: 
common  measures within the meaning  of Article  6  of Regulation  (EEC) 
no.  729/70;  it should  be  noted  in this context  that  a  further mea-
sure  was  added  to  those  adopted  by  the  Council  in  December 1972,  on 
reconversion  of  the  cod  fishing  sector.  The  Council  also  adopted  in 
principle  a  certain number  of decisions  to  prepare measures  in other 
fields; 
projects for  the  improvement  of agricultural structures under  Regu-
lation no.  17/64/EEC; 
various  special measures  decided  by  the  Council. IV 
02.2  Financial measures 
02.2.1  Financing  of  common  measures 
Although  the Council  had  already adopted  a  number  of common  measures 
no  expenditure  was  incurred in that  respect for 1972.  Most  of  the  ex-
penditure  will consist  of refunds  to  Member  States,  and it is neces-
sary  to  wait  until  they bring the  relevant measures  into operation be-
fore  the  Fund  can  intervene. 
For  the  year 1972,  appropriations  amounting to 85,170,000 u.a.  were 
reserved  by  decision of  the  Council  for the financing  of common 
measures  by the  Community. 
A  sum  of  approximately  84.8 million u.a.  was  reserved  for 1969; 
83.3 million u.a.  for 1970;  and  185 million u.a.  for  the  year 1971; 
while  total reserves as at  21.12.1972  were  438.4 million u.a. 
To  this amount  must  be  added  a  further  71  million u.a.,  reserved  for 
1973.  These  appropriations will  be  committed  whenever  expenditure  on 
schemes  exceeds  the  annual  appropriation of  325  million u.a. 
02.2.2  Projects for  the  improvement  of agricultural structures 
In 1972  the  Commission  decided  to  grant  aid  in respect  of projects for 
the  year  1971,  representing  723  projects  financed,  for  a  total grant-
in-aid of  almost  200  million u.a. 
Assistance  granted is allocated  as  follows:  66.6%  for  improvement  of 
production  structures;  29.5%  for  improvement  of marketing structures; 
and  3-9%  for  mixed  structures. 
The  total  amount  of aid  granted  by  the  Fund  since  1964  amounts  to  709 
million u.a.  in respect  of  2,932  projects financed. 
In  1972,  payments  made  towards  projects exceeded  61  million u.a. 
Since  1964  a  total of 150.2 million u.a.  has  actually  been  paid to 
beneficiaries or  21%  of  the  appropriate  commitments,  which  constitutes 
a  slight  improvement  on  the  percentage  of 17.5%  recorded at  the  end  of 
1971.  As  in 1971,  however,  a  disparity disadvantageous  to  French  and 
Italian projects can  be  noted. v 
02.2.3  Financing  special measures 
In  1972,  payments  by  the  Fund  for  this category amounted  to  some 
13 million u.a.  Since  1966,  a  total  of  224 million u.a.  has  been 
committed  for  the  financing  of special measures,  of  which  221  million 
u.a.  had  actually been  paid  by  31.12.1972. 03 
03.1 
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VI 
IRREGULARITIES  AND  VERIFICATIONS 
Irregularities 
Effective  implementation of Regulation no.  283/72  is now  in  progress 
and  this has  allowed  the  Commission  to  become  more  fully  aware  of irre-
gular transactions  and  to  take  various measures.  The  total amount  to  be 
recovered  is 1.9 million u.a.  in respect  of 14 cases  for  the  Guarantee 
Section;  and  0.9 million u.a.  in respect  of  31  cases for  the  Guidance 
Section.  However,  the  implementation of new  obligations brought  about 
administrative  problems  for certain Member  States  and  this resulted  in 
delays  and  even  in failure  to  carry  out  obligations. 
Verifications 
The  unsatisfactory situation as  regards  spot-checks 
has  not  improved  and  has  in fact  persisted  in 1973,  owing  largely to 
the  new  tasks resulting from  enlargement.  The  Commission  has  adopted 
measures  which  should  correct  this situation  from  1974  onwards. 
Seven  projects for  the  improvement  of agricultural structures were  in-
spected  on  the  spot,  as  a  result  of  which  contributions  in aid  were 
made  from  the  Fund  for five.  In  the  case  of  one  project,  aid  was  with-
drawn,  and  in  another,  payment  became  subject  to  the  supply of  additio-
nal  information. 
For  the first  tiae,  the  Fund  carried  out  on  the  spot  inspection of 
particular measures.  Checks  were  made,  in  two  Member  States,  concerning 
aid  to fruit  and  vegetable  producers'  organisations,  subsidies for 
grubbing fruit  trees,  for  slaughtering  cows  and  withholding milk  and 
milk  products  from  the market. 
This initial experiment  revealed that  the  Member  States concerned  had 
in general  observed  Community  provisions.  Nevertheless,  slight diffe-
rences  in the  implementation  of provisions  were  observed  in the case  of 
certain measures. VII 
04  FOOD  AID 
In  this sector,  the  year 1972  was  marked  by  the gradual  establishment 
of  financial  machinery  similar to  that  of  the  Guarantee  Section,  par-
ticularly as  regards  the  system  of monthly  advances  and  annual 
closing of accounts. 
A beginning  was  also made  with  the  financing  of various  operations: 
refunds  for  aid  in the  form  of cereals in the 1968/69  programme  and 
refunds  in respect  of  Community  measures  on  behalf  of Bengali  refu-
gees,  totalling 23.95 million u.a. c  0  N  T  E  N  T  s  VI II 
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TITLE  I 
GUARANTEE  SECTION 
1972  is the  second  year of operation  of  the definitive  system, 
which  came  into  force  on  1.1.1971 1  ,  along with  the  own  resource 
system.  By  means  of  monthly  advances  the  Fund  financed  expenditure 
consequent  upon  implementation  of  the common  organisation of agri-
~ultural markets,  which  now  covers  over  95%  of total agricultural 
.  2  product1on 
The  system of  financing  established by  the  new  rules required adop-
tion  of special provisions  included  in the  Financial Regulation  ap-
plicable to the budget  of  the  Communities 3. 
rhe  year  was  also marked  by  preparations for  extension of  the finan-
cing  of  the  common  agricultural policy to  the  three new  Member  States. 
The  Fund  also  continued  work  preparatory to  the closing of accounts 
for  the  transitional period  and  the  closing of the definitive 
system  accounts. 
l  Regulation  (EEC)  no.  729/70 - OJ  no.  L  94  of  24.4.1970 
2  During  the financial year 1972,  Community  financing  was  extended 
to  silkworms 
3  Regulation  73/91  ECSC,  EEC,  EURATOM  - OJ  no.  L 116  of  1.5.1973 -~-
1.  THE  DEFINITIVE  SYSTEM  OF  FINANCING 
1.1  General  operation 
(a)  Reasons  for  setting up  special machinery: 
Unlike  other expenditure provided  for in the  Communities'  budget, 
for  which  the  institutions concerned  make  their own  payment, 
agricultural market  expenditure  has  a  particular character  from 
the  Community  law aspect,  inasmuch  as  budgetary centralisation at 
Community  level is based  on  a  system  of decentralisation in 
respect  of  individual payments  made  by  the appropriate national 
bodies. 
In  accordance  with  Article  4(2)  of  Regulation  (EEC)  no.  729/70 1  , 
the  Commission must  make  available to  Member  States  the necessa-
ry credits  for  the  designated authorities and bodies  . 
An  advance  of  funds  corresponding  to  the  cash needs of  each 
paying agency is decided  on,  monthly,  by the  Commission,  after 
consultation with the  Committee  of  the E.A.G.G.F. 
This  situation,  whereby  appropriations provided  for  in the  Commu-
nities'  budget  are  made  available  to national  bodies,  required 
the  setting up  of  appropriate machinery  in  the  form  of  a  Finan-
cial Regulation. 
(b)  Preparation of  a  Financial  Regulation  for E.A.G.G.F.: 
l 
On  4  December 1970 the  Commission,  conscious of the  problem,  pre-
sented,  before  the  entry into  force  of  a  definitive  system,  a 
proposal  relating to  the  "revision and  consolidation of  the  Finan-
cial Regulations",  providing  for  various special  measures  in 
respect  of the  expeaditure of E.A.G.G.F.,  Guarantee  Section. 
OJ  no.  L  94  of  28.4.1970 - 3-
As  the  Council  took  no  decision  in this regard until after 
31.12.1971,  the  Commission  restricted itself to  the  expenditure 
commitments  declared  by  Member  States and  carried  forward  to 
1972  the  appropriations required  in respect  of applications  for 
payment.  Preparatory  work  consequent  upon  the accession of 
Great  Britain,  Denmark,  and  Ireland entailed  a  change  in the 
time-table for  discussions,  and it was  only  in November  1972 
that  the  Council  adopted Financial  Regulation  no.  72/379/EEC1 
establishing special provisions applicable  to E.A.G.G.F.,  Gua-
rantee  Section.  This  Regulation  was  made  retroactive  to 
1  January 1971,  when  the definitive  system began.  The  provisions 
it contains  were  fully  incorporated  into Financial  Regulation 
(7  /91/ECSC,  EEC,  EURATOM)  of  25  April  1973,  which  applies  to 
the  general  budget  of  the European  Communities2 • 
(c)  Detailed  rules for application of  thespecific Financial Regula-
tion: 
1 
Support  of  markets  in the various  sectors subject  to  a  common 
organisation and  characterised inter alia by  the  scope  of annual 
or  seasonal variations in  payments,  and  by  the  large number  of 
individual  payments  to  be  made,  demanded  the decentralisation of 
payments  provided  for under  Regulation  EEC/2697/703. 
As  a  result,  each State must  ensure that the  monthly  advances 
decided  by  the  Commission  are  properly administred  and  appor-
tioned  among  the  bodies  and  authorities  who  effect  payment. 
The  special E.A.G.G.F.  Financial  Regulation  provides  that  Com-
mission  decisions  to  grant  advances shall be  equivalent  to glo-
bal provisional  commitments.  Payments  effected by  the  approved 
paying  bodies are  recognized  under  the  Regulation  as  payments  to 
be  charged  to  the  budget  of the  European  Communities. 
OJ  no.  L 257  of  15.11.1972 p.  22.  This  Regulation  is based  on 
Article  209  of  the  EEC  Treaty  and  Regulation  729/70/EEC. 
2  OJ  no.  L 116  of  1.5.1973 
3  OJ  no.  L 285/63 of  31.12.1970 -4-
Advances  made  to  Member  States must  of  course  remain  limited to 
the appropriations  eatered  under Titles 6  and  7  of the budget  of 
the  Communities. 
In  order to  ensure  p~oper administration of appropriations  and  to 
be  able  to  follow  the  implementation of  the  budget  the Financial 
Regulation provides that the  Commission  must,  within  two  months, 
and  following  the budgetary nomenclature,  prepare  a  detailed re-
cord  of commitments,  and  charge  to  the  budget  the  expenditure 
paid  and  declared  every month  by  approved  bodies.  This,  of 
course,  is without  prejudice  to  the making  up  of accounts,  where-
by  expenditure  financed  by  the  E.A.G.G.F.  for  a  given  financial 
year may  be  amended. 
Accounts  must  be  passed  and  appropriation transfers approved  by 
31  March  following  the  end  of  the  financial year concerned,  and 
appropriations can  be  carried  forward  only  in  exceptional cases. 
However,  if the  charging  operation  cannot  be  completed  by  31 
March,  appropriations still committed  globally may  be  carried 
forward  to  the  followin~ financial year. 
(d)  Implementation of the detailed  rules: 
1 
At  Community  level,  the measures  to  make  up  delays relating to 
individual  commitments  and  items  charged  against  payments,  which 
were  initiated in December  1972  following  adoption of the  special 
E.A.G.G.F.  Financial  Regulation  were  successfully completed  by 
June  1973.  However,  expenditure  on  interventions known  as  "2nd 
category  interventions"  and  based  on  the  most  complex  records 
was  not  entered for  the  financial  year 1972.  It should  be  noted 
that  the  special procedure used  by  the  AlMA  for  payment  to  bene-
ficiaries1  decided  the  Commission  to wait  for the data to  be  for-
warded  concerning  the  payments  actually made  as at  31.12.1972. 
Italy declares as  payments  the  credits made  available  by  AlMA  to 
decentralised  offices and  not  the  payments  made  by  the latter to 
the beneficiaries. ) 
1.1.2 
-5-
The  operation of  charging against  payment  was  accordingly  suspeaded 
for  expenditure  declared  in January  1973  and  the  corresponding ap-
propriations carried  forward  to  the  financial  year 1973. 
(a)  Special  financial  provisions. 
The  special  E.A.G.G.F.  Financial  Regulation  provides  for  expendi-
ture  for  the  momth  of  January  1973 to  be  included,  by  way  of excep-
tion,  in the  financial year 1972,  since payments  made  agaiast  ex-
penditure  financed  by  the  Fund  are  normally  made  with  a  more  or 
less pronounced  time-lag  as  compared  to the  actual operations 
giving rise  to  the  claim. 
Standard  assessment  of this time-lag  should  allow  the  United  King-
dom,  Ireland  and  Denmark,  which  have  been  members  of the  Community 
since 1.1.1973,  to  escape  any  share of expenditure,  none  of  which 
could  be  ascribed  to  implementation  of  the  rules  of the  common 
agricultural policy within the  enlarged  Community. 
(b)  Application to the  new  Member  States of  the  financing  rules of the 
common  agricultural policy. 
Full  application to  the  three  new  Member  States of the definitive 
system  of  financing  as  from  1.2.1973 was  the  subject  of considera-
ble  preparatory  work.  There  were  briefing meetings  and  continuous 
bilateral contacts with  those  responsible  for  the  establishment  of 
the  paying bodies  in the  United  Kingdom,  Ireland  and  Denmark,  thus 
facilitating application of  the  rules  contained  in the  Regulations 
governing  Community  financing. -6-
The  regulations of  the  Council  and  the  Commission  governing expendi-
ture  financed  by  the  Guarantee  Section  were  completed  during the 
year 1972. 
(a)  Regulations  adopted  by  the  Council 
1  OJ 
2  OJ 
3  OJ 
4  OJ 
It may  be  observed  that  in general  the  regulations concerning 
common  organisation of  the  various  markets  have  been  supplemented 
by  regulations laying down  precise  rules for  Community  financing 
of  interventions. 
As  a  result  of  ameadments  made  to  the  common  organisation of 
markets,  or of  the latter's recent  establishment,  the  existing 
series of  regulations concerning  the  financing  of  intervention 
expenditure  by  sector has  been  supplemented  by  analogous regula-
tions for fish products  (EEC)  no  272/721 ,  fruit  and  vegetables 
(EEC)  no.  273/722,  hops  (EEC)  no.  1037/723  and  seeds  (EEC)  no. 
1674/724
•  For  these  same  reasons  the  regulation  on  financing 
the  fats  and  oils sector  (EEC)  no.  786/695  has  been  supplemented 
by  introducing financing  of aid  for cotton seeds.  Moreover,  it 
must  be  observed that  as  a  result  of  supplementary provisions 
adopted  in  the  milk  products sector,  financing  Regulation 
6  (EEC)  no.  2306/70  has  also  been  amended. 
The  general  rules for  financing  interventions to stabilize agri-
cultural markets are to  be  adopted  by  the  Council  in accordance 
with Article  3(2)  of  Regulation  729/707•  The  date  on  which  these 
general  rules  come  into force,  initially set  for  1  July 1972, 
was  deferred  by  Regulation  (EEC)  no.  1566/728  until 1  January 
1973. 
no.  L  35  of  9.2.1972,  P·  1  5  OJ  no.  L  1~ of 2.5.1969,  P•  1 
L  35 of  9.2.1972,  3 
6  OJ  L  294  of 17.11.1970,  p.4  no.  P·  no. 
no.  L  118  of  20.5.1972,  P·  19  7  OJ  no.  L  94  of 28.4.1970,  P•  13 
L 177  of  4.8.1972,  P•  1 
8  OJ  L 167 of  25.7.1972,  P·  5  no.  no. ) 
1  OJ 
2  OJ 
3  OJ 
- 7-
In mid-1972  the  Commission  made  proposals  concerning  these 
rules,  specified in Regulation  (EEC)  no.  2824/721adopted  by  the 
Council.  This  Regulatioa lays  down  the general rules for finan-
cing  interveations for  which  an  amount  has been  fixed  within 
the  framework  of  the  common  organization of  the market,  and 
lists in  an  Annex  the  measures  which,  in the  various agricultu-
ral sectors,  come  within  the  scope  of intervention within  the 
meaning  of Article 3(1)  of Regulation  (EEC)  no.  729/70. 
On  the other hand,  for  interventions  within  the  framework  of 
the  organization of  the market  for  which  no  amount  has  been 
fixed,  that is to  say  for  purchasing,  storage  and  disposal  ope-
rations,  commonly  known  as  "second category  interventions",  the 
transitional arrangements  remain  provisionally  in  force. 
Changes  in  the  monetary  situation in  Member  States led the 
Council,  at  the  end  of 1972,  to  extend  Community  financing  to 
compensatory  amounts  governed  by  Regulation no.  974/712 •  On 
this subject Article  7  of this Regulation,  as  amended  by  Regula-
tion  (EEC)  no.  2746/723,provides that 
with  retro-active  effect  from  1  July 1972,  the  compensatory 
amounts  charged  aad graated ia trade with  noa-member 
countries shall be  treated as levies aad  resti~utio•s· 
with  effect  from  1  January 1973,  the  compensatory amounts 
charged andgranted  in  trade  with  Member  States shall  be 
treated as part of  the  expenditure  on  intervention  intended 
to  stabilize the  agricultural markets. 
To  alleviate  the  monetary  problems  which  arose  for  colza  and 
rape  seeds,  due  to  the special  features  of  this sector,  the 
Council  adopted  Regulation  (EEC)  no.  1569/72
4 
providing  for the 
granting and  collection of differential amounts.  These  amounts 
also  come  under  Community  financing  by  virtue  of  Council  Regula-
tion  no.  526/735  proposed  by  the  Commission  in  October 1972. 
no. 
no. 
no. 
L  298  of  31.12.1972,  p.5 
L 106 of 12.5.1971,  p.1 
L  291  of  28.12.1972,  p.l48 
4  OJ 
5  OJ 
no. 
no. 
L  167 of 25.7-1972;  p.9 
L  51  of  24.2.1973,  p.l -g-
Application of  the provisions  on  monetary matters  involved  a 
certain amount  of  work  which  was  continued  in 1973,  including 
amendment  of  Commission  Regulation no.  2697/701  (the  system of 
advances). 
(b)  Commission  re!ulations and  decisions 
l  OJ 
2  OJ 
The  Council  rules  on  financing  interventions for purchasing, 
storage,  processing  and  disposal,  aeed  to be  supplemented  by 
detailed rules,  to  be  laid  down  by the  Commission. 
Under  this heading the  Commission  has laid down: 
no. 
no. 
the  method  and  rates of  intervention to  be  applied  in calcu-
lating financing  expenses  for  interventions  in the beef  and 
veal  sector and  in the  milk  products sector,  by  Regulation no. 
741/722 ; 
lump  sums  for the  financing  of expenditure  for  entry,  exit, 
storing and,  where  appropriate,  processing  for  the  beef  and 
veal  sector and  the  milk  products sector,  by  Decision dated 
4.1.1972,  and  adjustment  of  the  sums  laid  down  for  the  fats 
and  oils,  cereals,  rice,  pigmeat  and  sugar  sectors,  by  Deci-
sion dated 12.11.1972. 
L  285  of 31.12.1970,  p.  63 
L  87  of 13.4.1972,  p.  12 -9-
1.2  Paying bodies 
The  activity of the  40 authorised  paying bodies has  progressed normally. 
In  France,  an  intervention agency  - ONIBE  Office  National  Interprofes-
sionnel  du  Betail et de la Viande  (National  Cattle  and  Meat  Office)  -
was  set up  by Decree.  It replaces  FORMA,  and  is organised  and  operates 
in  the  same  way  in respect  of all the  responsibilities the latter as-
sumed  in the field of  intervention and  market  management  in beef, 
mutton  and  lamb. 
The  Commission  also  begaa  work  on  a  comparative  study  covering all 
paying  bodies and  concerning in particular the  operating rules,  admini-
strative and  accounting conditions  of  payment,  and  the  organisation of 
verifications and  checks. 
1.2.2  Establishment  in the new  Member  States 
During  the  last quarter of  1972  the  United  Kingdom,  Ireland  and  Den-
mark  set  up  the administrative  framework  to  enable  them  to carry out 
the  obligations deriving  from  implementation of the  common  agricultu-
ral po:icy. 
Unlike  most  of  the earlier Member  States,  the  three  countries selected 
a  single organisation covering all agricultural sectors,  and  authori-
sed  to  effect all payments  prescribed  in connection  with  the  common 
organisation of markets. 
Ireland,  however,  like  Luxemburg,  did  not  establish a  special body. 
The  Ministry  of  Agriculture is the  paying body  entrusted with  imple-
mentation  of  the  common  agricultural  policy.  The  Minister,  assisted 
by  a  purely advisory  Committee,  is fully  empowered  to  ensure  implemen-
tation of  that policy. - 10-
The  United  Kingdom  established  a  body  governed  by  public  law  and  with 
legal personality:  the  Intervention Board  for Agricultural Produce. 
This is an  executive body  handling all aspects of the  E.A.G.G.F. 
Guarantee  Section  and  authorised to pay  such  expenditure. 
With  the  authorisation of the  Minister for  Agriculture,  the  Interven-
tion Board  delegated  a  number  of technical  intervention functions to 
two  special  agencies:  the  Meat  and  Livestock  Commission  (MLC)  and  the 
Home-grown  Cereal  Authority  (HGCA),  which  deal  respectively with the 
sectors  for  which  they  are  responsible but  do  not  themselves  effect 
payment. 
In  setting up,  within  the Ministry of Agriculture,  a  special section 
which  enjoys  a  measure  of administrative  autonomy,  Denmark  chose  a 
compromise  solution.  The  "E.F.  Direktorat" deals  with financial 
management  of  the  common  agricultural policy and  works  in close  co-
operation  with  the national departments  which  ensure  that the  rules 
on  the  common  organisation of markets  are  applied. 
1.3  Advances 
1.3.1  !~E~~~~~~~~~~~-~!-~!:~~~~~~-~~-~:~~-~~!~~:=~ 
In  accordance  with the  machinery  set  up  by  Articles  4  and  5 of  Council 
Regulation  (EEC)  no.  729/70 and  Commission  Regulation no.  2697/70, 
the  Commission  adopted  13 decisions  to  grant  advances  for  the  finan-
cial year 1972,  representing a  total of  2,304,750,000 u.a.  as  com-
pared  with 1,793,585,945 u.a.  in 1971,  i.e. an  increase  in Community 
funds  made  available to  the  Member  States of 28.5%  in  one  year. 
Furthermore,  the  amounts  for  the financial  year 1971  not  taken  up  by 
paying  bodies  and  authorities up  to  31.12.1971  were  left with  Member 
States to  cover 1972  requirements  (252,297,675.89)  - which  brings the 
amount  available  for  1972  to  2.55  thousand million u.a. 1 
Member  States 
Belgium 
Germany 
France 
Italy 
Luxembourg 
Netherlands 
Total 
1  Table  no.  1 
Funds  available  to  Member  States for  1972 
Decisions  to  Amount  available  Total  amount 
grant  adva.Jlces  at 1.1.1972  available  for 1972 
133  500  000.00  7  230  457-95  140  730  457-95 
494  000  000.00  10  329  474.71  504  329  474,71 
916  000  000.00  9  341  360.71  925  341  360.71 
423  000  000.00  216  375  844.95  639  375  844.95 
1  750  000.00  99  040.57  1  849  040.57 
336  500  000.00  8  921  497.00  345  421  497.00 
2  304  750  000.00  252  297  675.89  2  557  047  675.89 
------- -- - -----------
in u.a. 
Monthly  average 
10 825  420 
38  794  575 
71  180 105 
49  182  757 
142  234 
26  570  884 
196  695  975 
Similarly,  an  appreciable  increase  can  be  seen  in the monthly  average  advances  made  available 
to  Member  States since  this rises from  149.5 million u.a.  in 1971  to  196.7 million u.a.  in 
1972,  an  increase  of  31.5% 
See  Annexes  I  and  II 
. 
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1.3.2  Amounts  available  in Member  States  (see  Annex  III) 
The  Commission  is kept  informed  of  Community  funds still available  in 
Member  States through the  monthly  finaacial  statement  issued  by  each 
paying body  or authority,  and  the  weekly  telexes providing details of 
the position of  the  special E.A.G.G.F.  Guarantee  Section  Account  of 
each  Member  State. 
The  amounts  available in Member  States represent  the  difference be-
tween total advances  granted and  duly  authorised to  cover  expenditure 
until the  end  of the month in question,  and  the total expenditure de-
clared as duly  paid at  the  end  of that month. 
As  a  result,  payments  authorised at  the  end  of  one  month  to  cover ex-
penditure  in  the  following month  are not  included  in the  figures  for 
amounts  available at  the  end  of the  said month.  Those  amounts  in fact 
represent  funds  received  to  cover  the month's  expenditure,  and  which 
proved  unnecessary for  that  purpose. 
The  size of  the  amounts still available  in Italy throughout  1972  is 
due  to  2  causes: 
first,  it should  be  noted that the Italian estimates presented 
each month  to  the Fund  Committee  are  based  on  applications made  by 
paying  bodies,  irrespective of  the  time  required  from  an  admini-
strative point  of  view to make  such  payments; 
second,  the  sizeable amounts  available,  recorded  at  the  beginning 
of the  year,  result  from  carrying  forward  appropriations for  the 
financial year  1971  to the  year 1972,  following  the cancellation 
of credits  opened  by  AIMA  and  unused  as at  31  December. 
Average  rate of utilisation -
Comparison  of  the  funds  made  available to  Member  States  each  month 
and  the  funds  still available  after payments  have  been  made  reveals 
an  average  rate of utilisation of  Community  funds  (see  Table  no.  2) 
and  also  gives  the  average  figures  for  the  actual  funds  available to 
each  Member  State. - 13-
Table no.  2 
Average  monthly  rate of utilisation of  Community  funds  made  avail-
able  to  the  Member  States 
(million u .a.) 
Average  amount  of 
Community  funds  Average  balances  Average  rate of 
Member  available  in the  available after  utilisation 
State  Member  States for  the month's  ex- (a-b)  one  month's  expen- penditure 
diture  a 
a  b  c 
Belgium  19  9  1  52·1  % 
Germany  47.7  9.9  79.2% 
France  92.2  21.9  76~2 % 
Italy  140.8  96--7  31·3% 
Luxembourg  0.17  0.02  88.2% 
Netherlands  34·5  8.5  75·3% 
Leaving  Italy aside,  the  average monthly  rate  of utilisation of  Commu-
nity funds  is found  to be  over  74%,  and  the  five  Member  States are 
also  found  to  have  had  available  on  average at  the  end  of  each month, 
the  funds  required to  cover  expeaditure for the  following  11  days. 
- Rate  of utilisation at  the  end  of  the  financial  year  -
95-7%  of  the  amounts  made  available  to  Member  States for  the financial 
year 1972  were  utilised,  as against  85.9%  in 1971. 
Comparison  between  expenditure  for  the  financial year 1972  and  the 
amounts  available  to  Member  States in  the  same  period  makes  it pos-
sible  to  assess  the  rate of utilisation as at  the  end  of the  financial 
year  (see  Table 3). - 14-
Table no.  3 
Rate  of utilisation of  Community  funds  made  available to  the  Member 
States for the  financial  year  1972 
Expenditure 
Amounts  avail- Rate  of utilisation %  Member  1.1.1972 -
States  31.1.1973  able  for  1972 
(million u.a.)  (million u .a.)  1972  1971 
a  b  c 
Belgium  128.1  140.7  91  93-2 
Germany  492.4  504.3  97.6  97-5 
France  913.4  925-3  98.7  98.5 
Italy  573.6  639.4  89.7  45.5 
Luxembourg  1.9  1.9  100  93-3 
Netherlands  337.1  345.4  97.6  96-7 
2  446.5  2  557  95-7  85.9 
As  regards Italy,  despite aa  improvement  as  compared  with  1971,  the 
monthly  average  rate of utilisation shown  in  Table  2  confirms  a 
situation which  is still not  entirely satisfactory.  This is due  in 
general  to  estimates which  are  invariably too high  and  particularly to 
the decentralised organisation of payments  by  AlMA,  the most  important 
paying  body. 
The  Commission  invited the Italian authorities to  amend  certain provi-
sions  which  had  been  impeding the  smooth  operation of dispersal  of  the 
Community  funds  made  available  to  AlMA.  Some  results were 
achieved  during  the  financial  year 1972,  and  more  important  ones  are 
expected  for  1973,  particularly following  the adoption  in August  1973 
of  a  decree  amending  for  future  marketing years the  system of  payment 
aid  for  olive oil and  durum  wheat.  Under  that  decree,  payments  are 
to be  centralised  on  the basis of  statements of account  transmitted  by 
the  branch offices to  AIMA.  Effective  implementation of  the  provisions 
laid down  by  that decree  will  place  Italy in  a  situation comparable  to 
that  of other  Member  States. - 15-
1.4  Appropriations  and  their utilisation 
1.4.1  ~~~~=~~:~-~EE:~E:~~~~~~~ 
)  Appropriations  available  for  the financial year 1972  in respect  of 
the  new  system  of  financing will be  as follows: 
Initial budget  2  687  000  000 
Chapter  77,  appropriations for  periods prior to 
1.1.1971  145  000  000 
Balance  for  the  new  system  2  542  000  000 
Supplementary budget  no.  2  (including  January 
1973  in  the  financial year 1972)  195 190 000 
Total available  2  737  190 000 
1.4.2  Global  commitments 
u.a. 
u.a. 
u.a. 
u.a. 
u.a. 
Commission  decisions to grant  advances  are not  broken  down  by  type  of 
expenditure.  In  order,  therefore,  to  ensure  that the  financing  system 
is sufficiently flexible as  regards  expenditure  which  is very  varied 
in character,  these decisions  entail provisional global  commitments. 
For  the  financial  year 1972,  such  commitments  amounted  to: 
2  557  047  675.89 u.a. 
of  which  62  022  600.54 u.a.  cancelled at the  end  of  the  financial 
year 
2  495  025  075-35 u.a.  appropriations  actually utilised. 
The  administrative  machinery  employed  by  the  AlMA  led  to  cancellation 
of  appropriations  during  the first  few  months  of  1973. 
Basing itself on  payment  statements  made  by  Member  States,  totalling 
2  446  592  347.09 u.a.,  the  Commission  charges  the  items concerned  as 
commitments  and  payments,  broken  down  in terms  of  the  budgetary  nomen-
clature,  that  is,  according to the different classes of  expenditure. - 16-
Thus,  out  of  an  uncancelled  global  commitment  of  2  495  025  075.035  u.a.: 
2  256  663  048.07 u.a.  are  the  subject  of detailed  commitments  1,  and 
238  362  027.28 u.a.  have  been  carried forward  globally to  the  finan-
cial year 1973  to  enable  subsequent  charging of  "second  category"  in-
tervention  expenditure  against  the  year 1972,  the data available  being 
insufficient. 
As  for  the  items  charged  against  payments,  the situation is as  follows: 
2  256  663  048.07 u.a.  charged  as detailed  commitments,  of  which 
2  229  723  599.63 u.a.  are  charged  against  payments. 
The  remainder,  i.e. 26  939  448.44 u.a.,  has  been  carried  forward  to 
the  financial  year 1973,  to  enable  expenditure declared  by  AlMA  to  be 
charged  against  payments  for  January  1973,  in cases  where  such outlay 
did  not  appear  to  the  Commission  to  be  clear enough  to be  considered as 
having  actually accrued  to  the beneficiaries. This situation is the 
result  of the  concept  of  payment  adopted  by  the  body  concerned  and is 
unacceptable  to  the  Commuaity. 
To  sum  up,  it should  be  noted  that unlike  the  position in the  previous 
year,  the  gap  between  the budget  estimates in the  form  of appropria-
tions available  and  the  amounts  actually utilised is a  narrow  one, 
2 
since 2  555.03 million u.a.  have  been utilised out  of  2  737.19  million u.a. 
available,  i.e. about  93-35%,  as  against  69.63%  in 1971.  Of  t~ese 2  555 
million u.a.,  2  289.7 (i.e. 2  229.7  +  60  million u.a.)  have  been defi-
nitely charged  against  the financial  year 1972  and  265.3  (i.e. 
238.4 uncommitted  in detail  +  26.9 million u.a.  not  charged against 
payments)  have  been  carried  forward  to  the  financial  year 1973  peading 
receipt  of fuller  information  from  Member  States. 
1 
i.e.  2  446  592  347.09  - 189  839  299.02. 
2 
189  839  299.02  being  "second  category"  intervention expenditure 
declared  by  Member  States. 
Taking  account  of  60  million u.a.  paid  to  Germany,  which is not  an 
expenditure  coming  under  the  advancessystem,  and  therefore  under 
global  commitments. - 17-
1.5  Payments 
1.5.1  Global  amount 
In the  course  of  the  second  year  of  the  definitive system's operation, 
agricultural market  expenditure  has  gone  up  from  1  571  million u.a. 
in 1971  to  2  446 million u.a.  for  1972,  though  not  yet  reaching the 
1970 figure of  2  604 million u.a.  (see  Annexes  IV  and  V).  It should 
be  borne  in mind,  how~ver,  that  owing  to the  change  in the  financial 
system,  1971  expenditure as stated is less than that  for  a  12  moath 
period,  and  therefore irrelevant  in  terms  of real 1971  costs.  The 
disparity between 1971  payments  and  the  actual costs for  that year 
varies considerably,  depending  upon  class of measure  and  sector. 
It can  be  estimated,  however,  that total expenditure  for  the  1971 
financial  year  would  represent  approximately  80%  of  expenditure  for 
the calender year 1971.  Similarly it should  be  noted  that  expenditure 
for  the  financial  year 1972  is not  equivalent  to  expenditure  for  the 
calender year 1972.  Since  the  financial  year  includes  January 1973, 
1972  expenditure  amounts  to  approximately  2  330 million u.a. 
Expenditure  ?aid  or declared against  the financial  year 1972 has  been 
allocated as  follows,  by  sector and  type  of financing. Sector  Refunds  I let category 
interveationa  ~::.;:::~~:!82 
Cereals  615  930  513.86  341  029  013 ,. 77  40  217  014 .07 
Rice  47  989  638.00  2 487  936 ·21  -
Milk/milk  166  730  591-15  294  139  210 ·97  149  688  238. 91 
products 
Olive oil  982  742·60  186  954  583 .56  .... 
Oil  seeds  4 525  89"·· 57  99  965  992-52  -
Sugar  69  612  380.80  91  510  844.67  30  283. )6 
Veal/beef  7 931  342.33  - -
Pigm~at  55  193  705.05  219  179-03  -
Eggs/poultr.f  13  771  068.21  - -
Fruit/veg.  33  359  365 ·79  28  339  816A4  -
Wine  513  200,.04  56  506  635.37  -
Tobacco  - 101  952  323.23  -
Fish.era  493  880.81  775  933 .. 57  -
pro  ucta 
Flax/hemp  - 11 531  601~53  -
Seeds  - 370  753.60  -
Hops  - - -
Products  ou'tside 
Aaaex  II  23  801  616.72  - -
Comp.amount  - - 432  954-~5  -
fotal•  1 041  215  939·9}  1 215  350.869.82  189  935  53 7 -34 
~  42•56  49'68  7'76 
Totals  % 
1972 
997  176  541· 70  40-76 
50 477  574  21  2.06 
610  558  041-03  24 ·96 
187  937  326.16  7  ,.68 
104  491  887.09  4.27 
161  153  509.83  6-59 
7 931  342.33  0.33 
55  612  884.08  2.27 
13  771  068.21  0.56 
61  C79  182·23  2-53 
57  019  835-41  2·33 
101  952  323. 23  4-17 
1  269  814·38  0.05 
11  531  601.. 53  OA1 
370  753.60  0-.02 
- -
23  801  616·72  0.97 
- 432  954.65  -0.02 
2 446  502  34 7  .-o-9  100 
100 
% 
1971 
30.16 
3-17 
36•03 
3.88 
3.31 
7.02 
1.21 
3-33 
(1.  76 
3.43 
1.80 
4.67 
o.01 
0.:)4 
0.-
-
1.18 
0-
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1  InterTention expenditure  coTers  various types of measure,  breakdown of which is given  in Annex  VII. 
2  Statements by  Member  States on  the basis of provisional balances to be  covered  by  appropriations 
carried over to the 1973  financial year. 
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The  cereals,  milk  products and  fats  and  oils sectors,  confirming the 
financial  importance  they  have  had  in previous years  (see  Annex  V), 
alone  represent nearly  78%  of total expenditure  for the  finaacial 
year,  as  against  73-33%  in 1971. 
Examination  of expenditure by  type  of  operation financed  reveals  the 
main  item  in the  cereals sector to  be  expenditure  on  export  refunds, 
which  comprise  almost  62%  of  expenditure  in this sector. It should 
be  observed,  however,  that most  of  the  levies collected  come  from 
this sector,  as  shown  by Table  8. 
Expenditure  in the  milk  and  milk products sector is characterized by 
the large  volume  of  interventions,  which  represented  75%  of  the  ex-
penditure  in this sector in 1972.  Two  types  of  intervention make  up 
the  bulk of  expenditure here:  aid  to  skimmed  milk  (approximately 
254  million u.a.)  and  storage of butter,  including special disposal 
measures  such  as  the  supply  of butter oil as  food  aid  (approximately 
159  million u.a.  for all measures). 
Expenditure  on  the fats  and  oils sector  includes  some  100 million 
u.a.  for oil seeds and  about  192  million u.a.  for  olive oil. 
Although this sector shows  a  very  large increase  from  1971  to 1972, 
this is due  primarily to the  change  in the  accounting  system  in 
1971,  and  the  incidence  of  the  rate of olive oil payments  in Italy. 
Expenditure  can also  be  broken  down  in  terms  of  the  economic  nature 
of the measures.  An  initial attempt  to  do  so  appears in the  table  in 
Annex  VI.  This  shows  that: 
refunds  for  exports  to  non-member  countries  represent  approximate-
ly  41%  of total expenditure; 
expenditure  on  storage proper is close  to  10%  of the  total; 
compensatory aid  for  prices as  compared  to  world  levels or the 
prices for  substitute products totals  almost  45%. 
1.5.3  ~~~!~!~-~l-~!~~!!_~!~!!~ 
Breakdown  by  Member  State of  expenditure  incurred against  the finan-
cial year 1972  is as  follows: Table  no.  5 
Payments  made  by  Member  States in 1972 
Member  States  Refunds  Interventions  Total 
Belgium  67  175  922.98  60  893  470.30  128  069  393.28 
Germany  177  896  209.32  314  532  001.22  492  428  210.54 
France  487  768  657.17  425  626  908.75  913  395  565.92 
Italy  119  713  719.82  453  898  912.21  573  612  632.03 
Luxembourg  348  138.62  1  548  907-36  l  897  045.98 
Netherlands  188  313  292.02  148  786  207-32  337  099  499-34 
Total  l  041  215  939-93  1  405  286  407.16  2  446  502  347.09 
~------- - - --
% 
1972 
5-23 
20.13 
37-33 
23.45 
0.08 
13-78 
100 
in u.a. 
% 
1971 
6.33 
24.95 
38.23 
13-58 
0.09 
16.82 
100 
j 
h:i 
0 
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The  sum  of  60 million u.a.  was  paid  in application of  Council  Regula-
tion no.  2464/69  on  measures  to  be  taken  in agriculture  following re-
valuation  of  the  German  Mark1 .  This  amount  paid  to  Germany  represents 
Community  participation for  1972  in the  financing  of aid  to  German 
agricultural  producers,  following  revaluation of  the  German  Mark  in 
1.6  Closing  of  accounts 
On  26  July  1972,  the  Commission  adopted  Regulation  (EEC)  no.  1723/72 
on  the  making  up  of  the  accounts  of  the  European  Agricultural  Guaran-
tee  and  Guidance  Fund,  Guarantee  Section2
• 
This  Regulation lays  down  the  procedures  for presentation of  accounts 
transmitted  by  paying bodies  and  authorities of  Member  States,  along 
with  statements  of  cash holdings,  financial  reports  and  reports  from 
the  inspection agencies.  A number  of  tables are also  included,  to  be 
used  in submitting figures  relating to  expenditure  paid  during  a 
financial  year. 
On  the basis of  information  received  and  of documentary  and  on  the 
spot  verification,  the  Commission  determines  the  expenditure it 
accepts as  chargeable  to E.A.G.G.F.,  Guarantee  Section,  and  the 
amount  of  Community  funds  still available  in  each  Member  State at  the 
end  of the  financial  year. 
Any  differences between  the  amount  of  expenditure  accepted  by  the de-
cision  on  the  making  up  of  accounts  as  chargeable to  the  Fund,  and 
the  amount  charged  against  payments  on  the  basis  of  the  expenditure 
declared  monthly,  are  charged  in  turn  to  the  financial  year in the 
course  of  which  the  accounts  have  been  made  up3. 
1  OJ  no.  L  312/69  of 12.12.1969 
2  OJ  no.  L  186 of 16.8.1972,  p.  1 
3  In  accordance  with  Article 110 of  the Financial Regulation  of 
24  April  1973 applicable  to  the  general  budget  of  the  Communities. - 22-
In  order  to  ensure  the  uniform  presentation of  information  supplied 
by  paying bodies  and  Member  States,  the  Commission  prepared  memoranda 
for  the  financial years  1971  and  1972. 
The  Member  States presented  the data required  for  making  up  the  1971 
accounts,  on  the  dates  shown  in Table  no.  6,  and  it was  agreed  that 
data relating to  the  financial  year 1972  would  be  presented  by 
31  October  1973. 
Table  no.  6 
Documents  for  making  up  the  1971  Accounts  -
Dispatch  by  Member  States 
Belgium 
Germany 
France 
Italy 
Luxembourg 
Netherlands 
13.  X.l972 
12.  X.l972 
15.  1.1973 
29  0  1.1973 
13.  X.l972 
9.  !.1973 
30.IV  .1973 
13.  X.l972 
12.  X.l972 
30 .XI.l972 
Examination  of  the  documents  received  for  the  1971  financial  year 
is under  way,  as  well  as  the  preparation  for  inspections  on  the  spot, 
the  time  table  for  which  makes  it possible to  schedule  a  decision  on 
the making  up  of  accounts  in 1974.  The  time-lag in the  schedule pro-
vided  for  by  Regulation no.  729/70 may  therefore  be  assessed at 18 
months. \ 
J 
J 
2. 
2.1 
- 23-
THE  TRANSITIONAL  PERIOD 
Payments  other than  payments  on  account 
The  second  six-monthly  payment  on  account  for 1970 mentioned  in the 
financial  report  for  1971 is the last  such  payment  on  account.  No 
more  payments  therefore  remain  under  the  so-called  "cumulation"  pro-
vision  Resolution. 
2.1.1  Council  Resolution of 21.4.1970 
The  financing  scheme  based  on  a  system  of  advances,  together with 
the obligation to make  payments  under  the  system  in operation prior 
to  1.1.1971,  was  apt  to  create difficulties for  certain Member 
States.  On  21.4.1970 the  Council  therefore  adopted  a  Resolution  con-
cerning the  cash problem produced  by  changeover  from  the  refund 
system  to  the  system  of direct  financing  (the  so-called  "cumulation" 
provision  Resolution).  This  provides  for  six-monthly payments 
through  the  Commission  by  debtor  Member  States to  creditor Member 
States for  the  periods prior to 1.1.1971. 
Under  this Resolution,  and  irrespective of decisions  by  the  Commis-
sion  to  grant  aid,  payments  must  be  made  for six-monthly  or  other 
periods  prior to 1.1.1971,  i.e. for  the  second  half of 1970  (payment 
on  account);  the  1967/68  and  1968/69 periods,  the  second  half of 
1969,  and  the  year 1970  (balances). 
2.1.2  Council  Resolution of  30.5.1972 
The  Resolution  of  21  April  1970 was  based  on  estimates.  Fresh  infor-
mation  available led  the  Commission  to  transmit  a  communication  to 
the  Council  for  the  purpose  of amending  the  Resolution  adopted  by 
the  Council  on  21.4.1970.  On  30.5.1972  the  Council  therefore adopted 
a  new  Resolution1 ,  the  main  elements  of  which are  sliown  in the  follo-
wing  table: 
l  OJ  no.  C  105  of  10 October 1972,  p.  16 Table  no.  7 
Council  Resolution  of  30.5.1972 
(- Payments  by  Member  States  +  Payments  to  Member  States) 
in million u.a. 
Member  States  Expected  Payments  Payments  Payments  Balaace 
balance  in  1971  in 1972  in 1973  outstanding 
Belgium  - 44.6  - 5-5  - 15  - 15  - 9.1 
Germany  - 227-9  - 141  - 37  - 25  - 24.9 
France  +  104.3  +  92.9  - +  1  +  10.4 
Italy  +  43.9  -
15(l)  +  21  +  15  +  7·9 
Luxembourg  4.2 
(2) 
0.2  3  1  - - - - -
Netherlands  +  128.5  +  53.6  +  31.2  +  27  +  16.7 
I 
0  15  0  0  0  Total  -
I  - ···~-·-- - ···---~--
1  .  b  .  1  pa~d  ack  ~n  972 
2 
payments  made  in 1971  of  0.2 million u.a.  were  in  respect  of  previous years. 
1:>:1 
,;;.. 
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2.2  Closing  of accounts  for  the  periods 1967/68 to  1970 
2.2.1  Difficulties encountered 
During  the  financial year 1972  no  decision  could  be  taken to  provide 
aid  in respect  of  the  financing  system  in operation prior to  1.1.1971. 
The  E.A.G.G.F.  had  to  deal  in succession with  a  number  of  ur~e•t tasks, 
which  interfered with  the  work  of  closin~ the  accoun~ and  these acti-
vities could  not  always  be  carried  through  simultaneously.  In particu-
lar the  setting up  and  implementation  of  the definitive  system  of  Com-
munity  financing,  and  the  work  connected  with  the  enlargement  of  the 
EEC,  had  to  be  attended to. 
The  Commission's  considerable delay  in finally closing the  accounts 
was  due  to  the  volume  of work  entailed,  the  following  stages being re-
quired: 
(a)  marshalling of  the full  range  of  Council  and  Commission  acts, 
applicable  for  the  year in question; 
(b)  decision as to  the  form  and  relevant details for  inclusion in ap-
plications  to  be  presented by  Member  States; 
(c)  ~eparation by  Member  States of  repayment  applications; 
(d)  documentary  and  on  the  spot  verifications in  respect  of  such ap-
plications; 
(e)  preparation and  implementation of decisions to  grant  aid. 
In addition,  the  former  financing  system  involves  conversion  into 
units of accounts  of  the national currency figures  declared  by  the 
Member  States. 
Devaluation  of  the  French  Franc  in  August  1969,  revaluation  of  the 
German  Mark  in  October 1969  and  subsequent  monetary movements  not  of-
ficially declared  to the  IMF  presented  problems  which  had  to be  solved 
before accounts  were  closed.  The  Commission  therefore presented  to 
the  Council  a  proposal1  to  amend  Financial Regulation no.  64/127/EEC 
concerning  the  E.A.G.G.F.
2
,  which  is still in  force  for the  former 
financing  system. 
1 
COM(73)43  final  of  24.1.1973 
2 
OJ  no.  34  of 27.2.1964,  p.  586/64 - 26-
No  decision  to grant aid  under  the  old  system  of  financing  caa  be 
taken  by  the  Commission  in  any  case until rules are  adopted  for  con-
version  into u.a.  of  the data declared  by  the  Member  States in 
national  currencies. 
2.2.2  ~~=~~~~!~~~-~~~-~~~~~~-~~-~=~~~~ 
The  Commission  continued  to try to  eliminate all of  the  obstacles 
delaying decisions to  grant aid.  With this in mind,  it urged  the 
Council  to  give priority to  issuing various  regulations concerning 
financing  procedure,  and  itself adopted  decisions concerning  standard 
amounts  for  public  intervention financing.  In  addition,  it adopted 
Regulation  (EEC)  no.  773/72  of 14 April  1972,  stipulating the  condi-
tions  required  for  presentating applications  for  repayment.  That  Re-
gulation  was  amplified  by  a  memorandum,  and  1967/68 applications 
were  forwarded  to  the  Commission  mainly  during  the latter months  of 
1972. 
Finally,  by  Regulation  no.  2030/73  of 24.7.1973,  the  Council  decided 
to alter the  dates fixed  under  Community  rules for  the  decisions to 
grant  aid  to  be  taken  by  the  Commission  following  the  examination  of 
repayment  applications made  by  Member  States.  According to that  Regu-
lation,  decisions  for  the  accounting  periods 1967/68,  1968/69,  the 
second  half of  1969,  and  the  year 1970 have  to  be  phased  into  a 
timetable  prepared  by  the  Commission,following  an  opinion  from  the 
E.A.G.G.F.  Committee,  with  a  deadline  of  31  December  1974. 
The  same  Regulation  also  provides for  "making  good"  expenditure  paid 
by  a  Member  State,  or  any  payment  it may  have  made,  after the  closing 
of  a  period.  The  clause is governed  by  the  fact  that,  despite  the 
delays  in  taking  a  decision  to  grant  aid,  limited  amounts  continue 
to exist  which  remain unpaid,  while  amounts  connected  with  irregu-
larities or negligence  can  be  recovered after a decision has  in fact 
been  taken  to  grant  aid.  When  the  cases now  pending  in Member  States 
have  been  settled,  the  E.A.G.G.F.  nevertheless has  to  be  able to 
finance  such  amounts. - 27-
This  question arises in respect  of  the  amounts  unpaid  at  the  time 
when  the  system  of  financing  was  altered  (as at 1.7.1967,  31.12.1969 
and  31.12.1970)  and  as  from  the  1967/68  period  for  amounts  connected 
with  irregularities or negligence. 
The  Commission  considers it essential to be  able  to close accounts 
on  a  definitive basis and  believes that position to  be  such that 
rapid progress  could  be  made  in this respect  in 1974. 
2.2.3  ~:!~:~-~~-~:~!~!~~~-:~-~~~!-~!~-!~:_!~:-!2§§~§Z_e:~~~~ 
Followin~ the appeal  lodged  by  the  Netherlaads  (Case no.  13/72)  and 
the  Court  Judgment  of 11.1.1973,  the  Commission Decision  of 
26.1.1972,  fixing  the  amount  of the  lowest  average  repayment,  and 
the Decision  concernin~ the  participation of E.A.G.G.F.,  Guarantee 
Section,  in expenditure  incurred  by  the  Netherlands for  the  1966/67 
period  were  annulled,  inasmuch as  they  took  no  account  of  expendi-
ture relating to products  exported  by  way  of  food  aid. 
It  was  the  Commission's  feeling that  a  refund  granted  for  an  exclu-
sively national  food  aid measure,  not  forming part  of  any  Community 
programme,  did  not  come  under  Community  financing,  inasmuch  as  re-
funds  can  be  granted  only for  commercial  transactions.  The  Nether-
lands  took  the  opposite  view  and  won  its case.  As  a  result of  this 
judgement,  the  Commission  will  be  reviewing certain decisions 
adopted  for  the  period  in  question. TITLE  II  -:2_ ~-
GUIDANCE  SECTION 
The  Guidance  Section is required  to  participate in  the  financing 
of  the  Community  policy  on agricultural structures.  Since  the  adoption 
of  Regulation  (EEC)  no.  729/70,  the  financing  of  common  measures  has 
been  given  priority in the allocation of  funds,  followed  by the 
financing  of projects for  the  improvement  of agricultural structures 
within  the  meaning  of  Regulation  no.  17/64/EEC  and  the  financing  of 
various special measures  decided  on  by the  Council. 
3·  FINANCING  OF  COMMON  MEASURES 
No  expenditure  was  incurred for this purpose  in 1972.  In December 
1972  a  new  common  measure  was  added  to  those  already adopted  by  the 
Council1 •  The  Council  also adopted  a  number  of decisions  of principle 
to  the effect  that it would  be  issuing measures  in other fields. 
3.1  Reconversion  in  the  cod-fishing sector 
By  Regulation  (EEC)  no.  2722/72  of 19 December  19722  the  Council  de-
cided  that  the E.A.G.G.F.,  Guidance  Section,  should  finance  a  recon-
version project  in the  cod-fishing sector.  This  project  has  two  main 
aspects: 
the  financing  of projects for  the redevelopment  of  production, 
processing,  and  marketing activities; 
the  financing  of  measures  relating to  workers'  vocational training. 
The  procedure  for  the  financing  of redevelopment projects is compara-
ble  in  the  main  with that governing  the  financing of projects for 
the  improvement  of agricultural structures provided  for  under  Regu-
lation no.  17/64/EEC.  This pinpoints the flexibility allowed  by  Re-
gulation  (EEC)  no.  729/70 with  regard  to  the  procedure  for financing 
common  measures,  particularly the  possibility of effecting adjustment5 
in the light  of the  specific technical  and  economic  character of  the 
l  See  Financial  Report  for  the  year  1971,  p.  27 
2  OJ  no.  L  291  of  28.12.1972,  p.  30 -~-
proposed  measures.  The  financing  of  measures relating to vocational 
training is to  be  carried out  by  means  of a  refund  to  Member  States 
comparable  to that applied  in  respect  of  other common  measures. 
3.2  Other  common  measures 
As  regards  decisions of principle taken  by  the  Council  for  other 
common  measures,  it will  be  seen that 
by  its Resolution of  24  March  1972,  the  Council  agreed  to  adopt  a 
eommon  measures  concerning  groups  of  producers  and  their associa-
tions,  as  well  as other  joint  schemes  in the  fields  of marketing 
and  processing of agricultural products; 
by  a  declaration entered in the  minutes  of  its meeting  of  5  and  6 
December  1972,  the  Council  agreed  to  adopt  measures  for  the 
structural  improvement  of non-industrial  in-shore  and  deep-sea 
fishing; 
the  Council  and  the  Representatives  of  the  Governments  of  Member 
States meeting within the  Council  adopted  on  21  March  1972  a  Re-
solution  concerning application  of  the  Resolution of  22  March 
1971,  whereby  the  Council  gives its agreement  to  E.A.G.G.F.  funds 
being used,  as  from  1972,  for  regional development  measures. 
A proposal  for  a  Regulation  in this sense  was  presented by  the  Com-
mission  to  the Council  on  2  June  1971,  concerning the  financing by 
E.A.G.G.F.  Guidance  Section of projects relating to agricultural 
regions  having priority.  The  Council  has not  yet  acted  on  this pro-
posal  for  a  Regulation. 
-By its Resolution  of 15 May  1973,  the  Council  agreed  to issue  a 
Directive providing for  special aid measures  for certain less-
favoured  regions  of the  Community. -W-
To  provide  expenditure  towards  existing or  future  common  measures, 
the  Council,  on  a  proposal  by the  Commission,  continued to reserve 
certain appropriations out  of  the  total annual  appropriations for 
the  Guidance  Section.  Under  this heading,  85  170  000  u.a.  were  re-
served  for  the  year 1972,  in accordance  with the  prov1s1ons  of 
Council  Regulation  (EEC)  no.  847/72  of  24  April  19721,  thus 
bringing up  to  438  384  300 u.a.  the  appropriations  reserved  for 
joint  schemes  during the years 1969  to  1972. 
1  OJ  no.  L  100  of  27.4.1972 - 31-
4.  FINANCING  OF  PROJECTS  FOR  THE  IMPROVEMENT  OF  AGRICULTURAL  STRUCTURES 
The  financing  of projects for  the  improvement  of agricultural struc-
tures  provided  for  in Regulation no.  17/64/EEC is maintained  under 
the  provisions of Article  6(4)  of  Regulation no.  729/70,  as  long as 
the  sum  for  financing  common  measures  is within  325  million u.a. 
As  there has  been  no  expenditure  on  common  measures  in 1972,  the 
financing  of projects has been the main  activity of  the  Guidance 
Section again this year. 
4.1  Decisions  to  grant  aid 
4.1.1  Decisions  for 1971 
Throughout  1972,  the  E.A.G.G.F.  was  still one  year behind  in respect 
of decisions  to  grant  aid.  In  June,  July  and  December  1972,  the  Com-
mission  decided  to  grant  aid  for 1971,  the  amount  concerned being of 
nearly  200 million u.a.,  as laid down  by  the  Council  pursuant toRe-
gulation  (EEC)  no.  2591/70 of 17.12.19701 . 
This  amount  is allocated as  follows: 
Table  no.  8 
Grant  of  aid  from  E.A.G.G.F.  Guidance  Section for  the 
;rear  1971 
Improvement  Improvement  Improvemen  Totals 
Member  of  produc- of marketing  of mixed  States  tion struc- structures  structures  Absolute 
tures  figures 
Belgium  8  003  091  3  817  333  704  963  12  525  387 
Germany  40  353  234  15  780  367  989  033  57 122  634 
France  28  816  829  14  562  407  1  694  410  45  073  646 
Italy  46  584  055  17  550  957  3  766  357  67  901  369 
Luxembourg  1  072  930  77  980  486  880  1  637  790 
Netherlands  8  262  255  7  281  994  138  121  15  682  370 
Total  133.092.394  59  071  038  7  779  764  199  943  196 
(66.9%)  (29.5%)  (3 -9%) 
1 OJ  no.  L  280  of 26.12.1970,  p.  63 
% 
6.27 
28.57 
22.54 
33-97 
0.81 
7.84 
100 - 32-
4.1.2  ~~~~::_~~~-~~~:-~!_£:~~:~!~_!!~~~~:~ 
1017 projects  were  examined  by  the  Guidance  Section  from  the legal, 
technical,  economic  and  financial  viewpoints.  Out  of that total: 
59  projects were  withdrawn  or became  irrelevant,  bringing down  to  ~ 
958  the number  of projects finally introduced; 
18 projects were  declared  unsuitable; 
1  project  was  found  not  to  comply  with  requirements. 
Out  of  the  939  remaining  projects,  216  could not  be  accepted  for 
lack of  sufficient funds,  and  723  were  the  subject  of  a  decision by 
the  Fund  to  grant aid.  These  723 projects represent  71.1%  of the 
total number  of projects  examined.  As  regards  the size of the invest-
ments  to be  made  in aid  of those projects,  the  958  projects finally 
introduced  for  the year 1971  represent  a  total  investment  of 1  162 
million u.a.,  or  an  average  investment  of 1.213 million u.a per pro-
ject. 
The  723 projects  which  received  aid  from  the  Fund  represent  a  total 
investment  of  807 million u.a.,  or an  average  investment  of 1,116 
million u.a.  per project. 
The  average  aid granted  amounts  to  276  500 u.a.  per project,  that is, 
on  average,  24.8% of  the  amount  of  the  investment.  This  percentage is 
an  average  only,  since certain projects may  be  financed  up  to  45%  of 
the  amount  of  the  investment. 
Production  structure projects may  be  45%  Community-financed.  In 
selecting  such projects,  the  Commission  must  take  account  of: 
(a)  the  market  situation in products  in products  affected  by  the 
said projects; 
(b)  the  economic  position of  regions  in which  the  projects are  to 
be  carried out,  particularly the agricultural structure in 
certain regions  of  Italy and  Luxembourg; 
(c)  the  need  to  reserve this possibility for  projects which  can be 
profitable only  in the  long  term. - 33-
4.1.3  ~~~!~~~~-~!_f~~~~:!~_!!~~:~~ 
The  199  943  196 u.a.  granted for  the  723  projects financed  have  been 
allocated  as  follows: 
Table  no.  9 
Breakdown  by  category of projects financed  by  the E.A.G.G.F. 
Guidance  Section,  in 1971 
Production structures: 
of which,  for 
- land  development  46  812  658 
- hydraulic  engineering  and 
irrigation  25  085  472 
- afforestation  3  729  446 
- miscellaneous  57  914  818 
Marketing  structures: 
of  which,  for 
- cereals  8  213  219 
- milk  products  18  809  889 
- meat  8  051  761 
- fruit  and  vegetables  9  458  928 
- wine  9  294  647 
- miscellaneous  5  242  594 
Mixed  production/marketing structures: 
u.a. 
u.a. 
u.a. 
u.a. 
u.a. 
u.a. 
u.a. 
u.a. 
u.a. 
u.a. 
133  092  394 u.a. 
(66.6%) 
59  071  038  u.a. 
(29.5%) 
7  779  764 u.a. 
(3.9%) 
772  new  projects were  introduced  in 1972,  to  which  144 projects must 
be  added,  which  were  not  accepted  in 1971  for  lack  of funds. 
Regulation  (EEC)  no.  847  of  24 April  19721  provided  for appropria-
tions for  1972  amounting  to 150 million u.a.  Examination  of  applica-
tions for  aid  began  in January  1973  and  decisions were  taken  in  June 
and  November. 
l OJ  no.  L  100 of 27.4.1972,  p.  4 - 34-
Overall  assessment  since 1964 
Decisions to grant  aid  in respect  of  1971  constitute the  eigth year  of 
operation for  the  Guidance  Section.  Recapitulatory tables of the  in-
terventions  are  annexed  hereto,  but  it may  be  noted  that: 
a  total of  2  932  projects amounting  in all to  708  657  942  u.a.  have 
received  E.A.G.G.F.  aid; 
the total  volume  of  investment  in respect  of which  aid  was  given by 
the  Fund  amounts  to  3  254  million u.a.; 
59.9%  of the aid granted  was  used  for  the  improvement  of  production 
structures;  35-5%  for  the  improvement  of  marketing structures;  and 
4.6%  for  the  improvement  of mixed  production/marketing structures. 
Those  figures  show  how  important  Guidance  Section  interventions  have 
been  for the  improvement  of agricultural structures at  Community  level. 
The  1971  financial  report  has  already indicated  the  benefits of  the 
interventions for agricultural  producers  and  for  investment  guidance  • 
Interventions  by  the  Fund  in 1971 
The  activity of  the  Gt.idance  Section was  not  only  important  from  a 
quantitative  aspect  with its 200  million u .a.  or  so  in aid  granted. 
Qualitatively also,  the  effective aid  supplied  to  carry out  projects 
made  it possible to direct  investments  along lines which  favoured  the 
proper  functioning  of  the  common  agricultural policy. 
In  order to  make  clear the  benefits accruing  from  aid  by  the  Guidance 
Section,  the  Commission  has undertaken  a  detailed  study of the  econo-
mic  effects of projects  financed  by  the  Fund.  Examples  of  the  results 
of this study for  two  sectors  - viticultural and  the fruit  and  vege-
table sector  - are  shown  in  the  report. - 35-
(a)  Viti-vinicultural sector 
As  regards  the  improvement  of  production structures,  the  scheme 
for  the  renewal  of  vineyards  begun  several  years ago,  has  been 
continued. 
Table no.  10 
Graats made  by  the  Fuad  for  the  improvement  of productioa 
structures in viticulture 
Number  of  Total grant 
Number  of 
Member  State  projects  (u.a.)  hectares 
renewed 
Germany  3  3  429  675  1  706 
France  1  1  950  000  3  030 
Italy  19  6  652  625  8  322 
Luxembourg  3  890  000  192 
Total  26  12  922  300  13  250 
This  principle of  improving  the  wine  sector's position is desirable, 
its purpose  being  to  produce  wine  of  the  quality expected  by  con-
sumers,  rather than  poor  quality  wine.  With  this aim  in  view, 
poor  quality vines  are  grubbed  and  quality vinstocks  planted, 
while  improved  productivity  conditions are  introduced  (change 
from  mixed  crops  to  single  crops,  restructuring plantations to 
facilitate mechanisation).  The  new  vinestocks are  selected, 
where  appropriate,  in terms  of  their resistance  to  vine 
diseases,  which  may  have  disastrous results for  producers, 
since monoculture  is often the  rule  in this sector. 
The  Guidance  Section also  helps 
to  improve  operation  of  the  common  organisation of  the market 
in  wine,  and 
to  increase  the  producers'  income, 
by  guiding  production  towards  quality  products  which  find  a 
ready  place  on  the market. - 36-
Between  1964  and  1971,  the  Guidance  Section participated finan-
cially in  the  renewal  of  75  701  hectares of vineyards,  i.e. 
135 projects.  Having  regard  to  the  high  cost  per hectare of  such 
operations,  the  Guidance  Section's intervention  was  more  often 
than  not  decisive  in  implementing  these beneficial measures  in 
the  wine  sector. 
This  improvement  of  production  structure  in the  viti-vinicultural 
sector was  supported  by measures  for  the  improvement  of marketing 
and  processing structures. 
Table  no.  11 
Analysis  of projects financed  in 1971  in the  viti-vini-
cultural  sector 
Member  States  Number  of  Aid  granted  Total  capacity 
projects  (u.a.)  (hectolitre) 
Germany  10  2  774  395  924  456 
France  3  316  712  262  656 
Italy  30  6  203  540  2  051  450 
Total  43  9  294  647  3  238  562 
Investment  aid  in this field  makes  possible: 
improvements  in  the  wine-making  and  wine  preservation processes 
and  hence  the  improvement  of  quality; 
price  stabilisation,  by  adjusting storage  capacity to  volume 
of  production. 
(b)  The  fruit  and  vegetables  sector 
In  this sector also,  Community  interventions,  chiefly in marketing 
and  processing,  contributed  towards  improving  the marketing of 
products  and  producers'  income.  This  sector is characterised by 
seasonal  production,  which  requires  substantial  investment  in 
packaging,  storage  and  processing facilities,  to  avoid  excessive 
price fluctuations. - 37-
Under  this heading,  the  Guidance  Section participated  in  the 
financing  of  50 projects in 1971.  These  concerned  either the 
creation,  the  exteneion or  the  modernisation  of facilities, 
involving  a  total grant  of  9  458  928  u.a. 
The  handling  capacity of the  projects which  received  aid  from  the 
Fund  is as  follows: 
Table  no.  12 
Analysis  of  projects financed  in 1971  relating to 
the  packaging  and  processing of  fruit  and  vegetables 
Packaging  and  storage  Processing centres  Member  centres 
States 
Handling  Handli:ag  Number  of  Number  of  capacity  capacity  projects  (metric  tonnes)  projects  (metric  tonnes) 
Germany  6  6  000  5  55  000 
Belgium  4  17  000  3  41  000 
France  2  12  000  2  20  000 
Italy  23  180 000  1  12  000 
Netherlands  4  20  000  - -
40  235  000  t  10  128  000 
The  main  regions  in receipt  of aid  were: 
in  Germany  Schleswig-Holstein,  Baden-WUrttemberg  and 
Bavaria 
in Belgium  the  Northern  region 
in  France  the  South-West  and  the  Centre  East 
in  Italy  the  North-East,  Emilia  Romagna  and  Sicily 
in the  Netherlands:  the  Northern  region. 
Fruit  and  vegetable  producers  derive  even  greater benefit  from 
such  investments  when  these are  also  the subject  of rationalisa-
tion at  regional level,  thus  making  it possible  to  organise  the 
marketing of  regional  production under satisfactory conditions. - 38  -
This  is true  for  example  in the  Province  of  Bolzano  in  Italy: 
decisions  to  grant  aid  by E.A.G.G.F.  cover 13 packaging  and 
storage centres,  totalling  79  840 metric  tonnes  storage  capacity. 
These  investmentments  permit  the marketing  of 116  000 metric 
tonnes  of  fruit at satisfactory prices and  und~  the best possi-
ble productivity conditions. 
There  can  indeed  be little doubt  that  the possibility thus 
offered to producers  to  sell properly graded  products  of  standard 
quality,  in sufficient  quantity to  supply distant markets, 
enables  them  to  ensure  that  their products yield satisfactory re-
turns.  For  instance,  study  of  the  economic  effects of setting up 
a  Marketing  Centre  for  table  grapes  which  had  been aided  by  the 
Guidance  Section in  a  preceding year indicated that  the  average 
income  of  farmers  had  increased  by  over  18%  as  a  result of  the 
investment  in question,  even after allowing  for depreciation. 
In  many  cases nevertheless,  investments  could  only be  made  by 
farmers  as  a  result of  the  Fund's  intervention which,  together 
with  the aid given  by  Member  States,  made  it feasible  to  reduce 
the  extra charges  payable  by  beneficiaries. 
When  preparing the  Financial  Report  for  1973  the  Commission  will 
attempt  to  provide  an  overall  study of all grants made  by  the 
Guidance  Section,  instead of limiting itself to  examining  the 
economic  benefit  of projects  in certain sectors. 
4.1.6  ~~~~~~~~-!~~-~~~~~!~~§_E~~j~~!~ 
The  Commission  tries to  select projects  which  are  of maximum  benefit 
from  the  technical  and  economic  point  of  view.  For this purpose,  while 
applying  the  criteria laid  down  by  Regulation no.  17/64,  particular 
attention is paid  to  the  following: - 39  -
the  benefit  of  the  project for the  region  concerned,  having  regard 
to possibilities and  natural condition of production; 
the benefit  of  the  project  for  agricultural  producers,  particular-
ly as  regards  investments  in the marketing  and  processing sector: 
increased  returns  for  the  products  is likely to facilitate stabi-
lisation of  and  an  increase  in prices paid to  producers; 
the state of  the market  for  the  product  concerned,  certain invest-
ments  being particularly suited to  simplifying the  marketing  of 
surplus  production,  or the  development  of production of products 
in short  supply. - 40-
4.2  Implementation of decisions  to  grant  aid 
4.2.1  ~~~=~!~-~~~=-~~-~22~ 
In  1972,  758  applications for  payment  in full  or in part  were  trans-
mitted  to  the  Commission  (as against  596  in 1971).  Of  the total figure, 
151  were  rejected  in  the first  instance  because  the  supporting details 
were  not  full  or specific  enough.  Additional  information received  sub-
sequently  enabled  in most  cases  payment  to  be  made  in 1972. 
1972  payments  reached  a  total figure  of  61  059  035 u.a.  These  cover 
233  completed  projects  and  333  in progress. 
Table  no.  13 
Payments  for  individual projects in 1972 
Member  States 
Germany 
Belgium 
France 
Italy 
Luxembourg 
Netherlands 
Amounts  paid 
24  251  268 
5  355  299 
12  371  508 
9  630  748 
l  081  331 
8  368  881 
61  059  035 
A breakdown  of  these  figures  by  year is shown  in  Annex  XII. 
4.2.2  !~:-E~~~~~~~-~!-E~~j::~~-!~~~~::~-~~-~2§2!_~2§§_~~-~2§2 
During  1972,  aid  for  7  projects for  the  year 1964  which  has not  been 
dealt  with by  31.12.1971  was  successfully terminated  or  cancelled. 
It  was  therefore necessary  to  seek authorisation  from  the  Couacil  to 
add  2  years'  carry  forward  to  the  5  years for  which  automatic  carry 
forward  is authorised. - 41-
Of  27 projects for  the  year 1965  which  were  the  subject of  a  first 
carry-forward  application for  Council  authorisation,  14 were  termi-
nated  or cancelled  in 1972;  and  13 made  the  subject  of  a  second 
carry-forward application. 
In  1966,  authorisation  was  sought  for  85  projects  which  were  uncom-
pleted  by  the  end  of 1972.  The  same  applied  to  one  project  concer-
ning  the allocation for  damage  caused  by  the  1967  flooding  in  Italy, 
financed  in  implementation  of  Regulation no.  206/66. 
It should  be  mentioned  in this context  that,  although  in the  case 
of  projects financed  by  the  Fund  the  time  period  indicated  by  bene-
ficiaries in their application for aid,  as  being  required  to  carry 
out  the  necessary  work,  is invariably less than  5  years  - the 
period  covered  by  the  automatic  carry-forward  - nevertheless  a 
fairly substantial number  of  projects remain  uncompleted  at  the  end 
of  the  said  period. 
Carry-forward  applications are  only presented  to  the  Council,  how-
ever,  provided  delays  in carrying  out  the  work  are  fully warranted. 
It this connection,  it should  be  noted  that  the  grounds  for delay 
most  frequently  adduced  by  beneficiaries are either administrative 
in nature  (delays  in  the  granting of  building permits or national 
subsidies)  or of  a  technical nature  (difficulty of  finding  suitable 
sites,  or  technological advance). 
Details  of  the  position with  regard  to  projects  for  the  years 1964-
1965  and  1966  and  for  the  "Italian flooding"  projects are  shown  in 
Annexes  VIII,  IX  and  X,  from  which it appears that,  for  the  year 
1964,  83.86%  of appropriations  committed  were  actually paid  to  bene-
ficiaries  and  16.14% cancelled. 
The  corresponding  percentages of  appropriations not  yet  closed  but 
charged  under  the  years  1965  and  1966 are  as  follows: -12-
69.9 %  actually paid  1965 
cancelled  19.5 % 
carried forward  to 1973  10.6 % 
1966  actually paid  58.2 % 
cancelled  17.6 % 
carried  forward  to  1973  24.2  %. 
These  tables also  show  that of  408  projects which  received aid,  67 
were  not  carried out,  i.e.  3  German,  1  Belgian,  9  French,  52  Italian 
and  2  Netherlands projects. 
4.2.3  !~~~=~~~!~!~~~-~!-~~~~=~!~ 
(a)  Modification  of projects 
In  1972,  the  Commission  adjusted 10 of its decisions relating the 
grant  of aid,  since the  projects had  been  amended  in  such  a  way 
that  they  could  no  longer be  financed  on  the basis of the initial 
decisions.  This  involved  substantial technical  changes  which, 
however,  had  no  economic  consequences,  and  did not affect the 
essential character of the  project.  In  these  cases,  maintenance 
of  aid  was  warranted.  Aid  was  reduced  by  a  total of  355  636 u.a. 
in  6  cases,  where  the  technical  changes  reduced  the  amount  of  in-
vestment  required. 
(b)  Projects not  carried  out 
In  1972,  32 beneficiaries stated their intention not  to  carry out 
their projects,  and  to  forego  the  aid  granted.  As  a  result,  an 
amount  totalling  5  391  256 u.a.  was  cancelled. 
(c)  Projects  carried out  in breach of  the conditions laid down 
In  1972,  the  Commission  cancelled  aid  granted  to  two  beneficia-
ries because  they  failed  to  observe  the  conditions laid down  by 
Article 18  of  Regulation no.  17/64/EEC  relating to  the  minimum 
scale of beneficiary participation,  and  by  the  actual  decision 
granting aid. 
These  two  projects  were  the  following: 
J F/9.3/65 
F/4/64 
R/18 
- 43-
Woodland  and  pasture  land  development  in the 
Northern area of the  Villefort  -
Groupement  forestier  de  la Fare  (La  Fare  forest 
group)  7  190 u.a. 
Building  work  in  the  Puy-de-Dome  department 
22  261  u.a. 
When  a  beneficiary decides not  to  carry through  a  project,  the  appro-
priations  committed  by  Commission  Decision  concerning  the  grant  of 
aid  are  cancelled.  This applies also  to  unused  appropriations,  where 
the  aid paid  is less than the  aid  granted,  the  actual costs being 
below  estimate.  Furthermore,  where  th~ beneficiary fails to fulfil 
the  financial  or other conditions  imposed  for his project,  and  the 
aid  has  to  be  reduced  or cancelled,  the appropriations  concerned  are 
similarly cancelled. 
Since  Regulation  no.  17/64/EEC  began  to  be  implemented,  appropria-
tions  unused  for  those  reasons  have  risen to  15  284  517 u.a.,  repre-
senting  2.1% of  the  amount  committed  by  31.12.1972  for  individual 
projects  and  the  "Italian flooding"  projects. 
During  that  period,  beneficiaries decided  not  to  carry  out  76 pro-
jects,  representing 11  055  771  u.a.,  and  the  aid  paid  out  for  145 
projects  was  2  447  700  u.a.  below  the  aid  allocated,  while  for  13 
projects  the  sum  of  1  781  046 u.a.  was  cancelled,  as  the aid  had  to 
be  withdrawn  in part  or  in full. 
4.2.5  !~~~~-E~~~~~~~-~~~~-!~~-~~~~~~~~~~-E~~~~=~~-~~~=~-~~~~~~~-~E-~~~ 
E.A.G.G.F. 
At  31.12.1972,  the  total amount  of  payments  on  behalf  of  individual 
projects  was  150  195  660 u.a. 
The  breakdown  of  the  commitments  and  payments  by  year and  by  Member 
State is  shown  in Annex  XIV.  This  reveals  the  percentage  of  payments 
in  relation to  commitments  to  be  21%. -l.ftf-
If we  include the year  during  which  commitments  were  entered in the 
account,  the  percentage  of  amounts  settled for the  various  Member 
States are  as  follows: 
Table  no.  14 
Breakdown  of  payments  committed,  as  a  percentage, 
by State and  year 
Appropriations  EEC 
committed  in 
D  B  F  I 
1972  0,23  0  3  0,28  0 
1971  ll  23  16  12  0 
1970  24  36  36  24  4 
1969  33  45  38  25  14 
1968  48  71  65  33  30 
1967  58  76  86  57  30 
1966  70  85  99,9  65  47 
1965  84  95  99,6  64  78 
Total  21  31  31  19  9 
L 
0 
58 
100 
100 
24 
90 
100 
-
53 
N 
0 
ll 
54 
74 
75 
83 
100 
100 
36 
The  low  percentage  commitments  entered  in the  account  as settled for 
1971  and  1972  can  be  explained  by  the  fact  that projects take  several 
years  to carry out;  the  aid  granted  for  these  two  years  therefore 
applies to  projects which  are  generally only  in their initial stages. 
As  in 1971,  the  rate  of  settlement  in Italy and  France  remained  ex-
tremely  low. - 45-
4.3  Various  special measures  financed  by  the  Fund 
Since  the  entry into force  of  Regulation  (EEC)  no.  729/70 of  21  April 
1970,  all the  measures  financed  by  the  Guidance  Section other than 
individual projects have  been  common  measures.  Consequently,  the 
special measures  financed  by  the  Fund  and  voted  before  the  entry into 
force  of  Regulation no.  729/70,  under  the  rules  and  regulations 
adopted  by  the Council  in derogation  from  Regulation 17/64/EEC,  are 
diminishing  in  importance. 
4.3.1  ~E::~~~-~=~~~~=~ 
At  present,  the following  special measures  will still have  financial 
consequences: 
(a)  Aid  for  the  initiation of fruit  and  vegetable  producers'  organisa-
tions,  the  Community  financing  of  which is provided  for  under Article 
36(2)  of  Regulation  (EEC)  no.  1035/72. 
This  measure  - which  is intended  to  encourage  and  facilitate  the 
setting up  nf producers'  organisations  - is expected to be  inte-
grated  into  the  common  measures  concerning  groups  of  producers 
and  their associations,  in  respect  of  which  a  draft  regulation 
has  been  presented  to  the  Council. 
(b)  Premiums  for  slaughtering  cows  and  for  withholding milk  and  milk 
products  from  the market,  for  which  Community  financing is pro-
vided  under  Article  12  of  Regulation  (EEC)  no.  1975/69. 
The  final  date  for  slaughtering having  been  fixed  at  30.4.1970, 
while  the  submission  of  applications in respect  of  premiums  for 
withholding  from  the market  has  been  set at  30.6.1971- the date 
by  which  the  position of the  milk  and  milk  products market  had 
so  improved  that  the  grant  of premiums  was  no  longer warranted  -
the  final  expenditure  by  Member  States will therefore  be  incur-
red  in  1975,  50%  of  which  will  be  reimbursed  by  the  Fund  in 1976. - 1fo-
(c)  Premiums  for  the  grubbing  of fruit  trees,  for  which  Community 
financing  is provided  under Article  7  of  Regulation  (EEC)  no. 
2517/69. 
Since  the  final date  for  lodging  applications  for  these  premiums 
is set at  1.2.1973 and  in the  case  of  grubbing at 1.4.1973,  it is 
thought  that  expenditure  by  Member  States will continue until 
1974,  and  that,  consequently,  final  reimbursements  from  the  Fund 
will  take  place  in 1975. 
(d)  Improvement  of  production  and  marketing  in  the  common  citrus 
fruit  sector,  for  which  Community  financing  is provided  under Ar-
ticle  5  of  Regulation  (EEC)  no.  2511/69. 
Since  implementation  of  the  programme  for  the  conversion  and  im-
provement  of marketing structures in this sector has  been  held  up 
for  some  2  years  ,  the initial expenditure  charged  to  the E.A.G.G.F. 
is to  be  expected  in 1974,  and  the  final  expenditure  in 1979,  i.e. 
one  year  following  the final  date  set  for  implementation  of  the 
measures  planned. 
(e)  Aid  for  the  initiation of organisations  in the  fishery sector,  for 
which  Community  financing  is provided  under Article  22(2)  of  Re~ula­
tion  (EEC)  no.  2142/70. 
Just  as  for  the  groups  of  producers  ia the fruit  aad_vegetables 
sector,  this measure  is expected  to  be  integrated into the  common 
measure  concerning groups  of  producers  and  their associations, 
which  the  Council  has  yet  to  adopt. 
In  1972,  the  Commission  granted aid for  the  following measures: 
(a)  Premiums  for  slaughtering  and  for  withholding milk  and  milk  pro-
ducts  from  the market 
The  further refund  premiums  paid  by  Germany  in 1970 
relates to  additional expenditure  brought  about  by 
increasing  the  premium  from  500 u.a.  to  800 u.a.  1  505  344  u.a. - 47-
This  additional  payment  was  also  a  condition for  the 
final  grand  of aid  to  Germany  for  1972  in respect of 
expenditure  in 1970. 
Reimbursement  of premiums  paid  in 1972  by  Belgium 
and  Luxembourg 
Since  the  applications presented  by  Germany,  France 
and  the  Netherlands  were  incomplete,  no  refund  on 
the  basis of  expenditure  declared  could  be  made  in 
1972,  and  the appropriations provided  for  had  to  be 
carried  forward  to  the  financial  year  1973. 
As  in the  previous  year,  Italy has  presented  no  ap-
plication for  a  refund  for  1971. 
(b)  Premiums  for  grubbing 
Refund  of  premiums  paid  in 1972  by  Belgium,  France 
and  the  Netherlands 
Refund  of  premiums  paid  in 1972  by  Germany  and 
Luxembourg 
Applications  presented  by .france,  Belgium  and  the 
Netherlands  could  not  be  accorded  refunds  in 1972 
and  the  appropriations provided  for  had  also  to  be 
carried  forward  to  the  financial  year 1973-
As  in the  previous  year,  Italy has  presented no  ap-
plication for  a  1971  refund. 
(c)  Aids  to  groups  of  fruit  and  vegetables producers  -
Refund  of  expenditure  incurred  by  Italy in 1970 
Regulations  stipulate  that  application for  refunds of 
expenditure  incurred  by  a  Member  State during  a 
calendar year must  be  presented  to  the  Commission 
no  later than  31  December  of the  following  year. 
In  practice,  such applications  are  presented  just 
before  or  even after that  final  date,  so  that  refund 
is made  with  a  timelag  of  almost  two  years. 
359  358  u.a. 
2  557  015  u.a. 
4  833  539  u.a. 
390  903  u.a. -~-
In  1972,  the  Commission  was still unable  to  adopt 
decisions regarding the  refund  of  expenditure in-
curred by  France  in 1967,  1968,  1969  and  1970  and  by 
Germany  in 1970,  because  the applications  put  for-
ward  by  the  Member  States were  neither sufficiently 
complete  nor  sufficiently precise. 
It should  be  noted  that  the  Netherlands,  Belgium  and 
Luxembourg  have  made  no  payments  to  groups  of fruit 
and  vegetable  producers,  since  no  such groups  have 
been  formed  in these countries. 
Payments  in  implementation  of  decisions to !rant aid  for  the  above 
mentioned  special measures  were  made  in 1972.  Furthermore,  payments 
to  Italy were  made  on  the basis of  appropriations committed  during 
preceding  financial  years:  3  150  379  u.a.  for  projects concerning 
the  repair of  damage  caused  by  flooding  in Italy in 1967,  and 
26  971  u.a.  paid  in  implementation  of the  Commission Decision of 
3.12.1970  on  the  refund  of  expenditure  for  research  in  the  field of 
swine  fever. 
In  1972,  payments  by  the  Fund  therefore  rose  to  13  001  428  u.a.,  of 
which  6.31 million u.a.  went  to  Germany,  1.54 million u.a.  to 
Belgium,  0.37 million u.a.  to France,  3-57 million u.a.  to  Italy, 
0.05 million u.a.  to  Luxembourg  and  1.16 million u.a.  to  the  Nether-
lands. 
Since  1966,  the total appropriations  committed  for  special measures 
amount  to  224  274  178  u.a.,  allocated  as  follows: 
Germany  25  253  346  u.a. 
Belgium  ~  977  514  u.a. 
~ 
France  10  ~4 976  u.a. 
Italy  173  381  523  u.a. 
Luxembourg  7  663  638  u.a. 
Netherlands  2  690  929  u.a. - L{Cf-
A sum  of  692  252 u.a.  representing  the  unused  balance  of  the 
8  million u.a.  committed  for  survey  of  the  structure  of 
agricultural  holdings,  has  been cancelled. 
The  table  in  Annex  XVI  shows  the  amount  of appropriations  by  Member 
State,  allocated  to  each  special measure  since  1966. 
4.3.4  ~~EE~~!~~~-~!~~~~~:_!~~-~!~-!~~:~-~~-~-~!~~~~~-~~~~~ 
The  total amount  of  aid,  fixed  on  a  standard basis,  with the obliga-
tion to  prove  its utilisation within  a  certain period,  is 147.3 
million u.a.for Italy (i.e. approximately  85%  of the  amount  allocated 
to  it)  and  7.5 million u.a.  for  Luxembourg,  or almost  the  full alloca-
tion made  to  that  Member  State. 
The  amounts  paid  to  Italy were  intended  to  improve  production  and 
marketing  structures in the  olive  and  olive oil sector,  the fruit  and 
vegetables  sector and  the  tobacco  sector. 
In the  olives  and  olive oil sector,  and  the fruit  and  ve~etables sector, 
5  payments,  amountin~ to  a  total of  132.3 million u.a.,  were  made  be-
tween  1.8.1967 and  23.12.1971.  The  time  limit  for  presenting  records 
together  with  supporting  documents  was  fixed  at  31.12.1973 by  Regula-
tion no.  1966/71  which  lays  down  that  6-monthly  statements should  be 
forwarded.  The  documents  forwarded  by  31.12.1972  were  not  considered, 
however,  to  be  adequate. 
In  the  tobacco  sector,  an  amount  of  15 million u.a.  was  paid  on 
10.3.1970.  Although  the  time  limit  for  forwarding  records  accompagnied 
by  supporting  documents  was  set at  31.12.1971,  the  documents  forwarded 
by  31.12.1972  were  not  considered  adequate. 
The  Commission  invited  the  Italian government  to fulfil its obliga-
tions under  the  Regulations  and  to  communicate  details of  the  stage 
reached  in  the  work.  These  details were  forwarded  on  12  August  1973, 
and  show  that  the project  will  be  completed  during  the  first half of 
1975.  At  that  time,  the  Italian Government  requested  an  extension 
until  30 June  1975 of  the  time  limit  for  forwarding  supporting  docu-
ments. On  12  October 1970,  the  sum  of  7  500  000 u.a.  was  paid  to  the  Grand 
Duchy  of  Luxembourg  for measures  to  complete  the  integration of 
Luxembourg  agriculture into the agricultural  common  market.  The  time 
limit  for  forwarding details of  the  measures  taken,  together with 
supporting documents  conceraing the  expenditure  incurred,  was  set at 
1  January  1973.  Documents  relating to  the  expenditure  of  5.01 million 
u.a.  were  forwarded  on  28.3.1973.  The  Luxembourg  government  stated 
at  the  time  that it would  forward  a  second  supplementary  report  as 
soon  as  the  total  amount  of  7-5 million u.a.  had  been used  up. 
The  Luxembourg  goverament  was  asked  to give  reasons for its delay  in 
using the grant,  and  to  forward  details of  the stage  reached  in the 
work.  It  was  also  asked  to  state  the  probable  date  of  completion  and 
the  probable date  for  transmission  of  the final  report. -· 
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4.4  Contributions 
., 
J  As  at  31.12.1972,  total appropriations  committed  were  932  931  620  u.a. 
which  included all the  appropriations available for  the  years 1964  to 
1971,  i.e.  927  560  804  u.a.  (with  the  exception  of  appropriations  re-
served  under  the years  1969  to 1971  for  the  financing  of  common 
measures)  and  also part  of  the appropriations available for  the  year 
1972,  or  5  370  816  u.a. 
The  sum  of  692  752  u.a.  committed  for  survey of  the  structure  of  agri-
cultural holdings  having  been  cancelled,  the appropriations  committed 
for  the  years  1964  to  1971  amounting  to  926.86  million u.a.  are allo-
cated as  follows  among  Member  States. 
Table  no.  15 
Total  commitment  of  appropriations  in 1964-1971 
( in 1000  u • a • ) 
Year  Germany  Belgium  France  Italy  Lux em- Nether- Total  bourg  lands 
1964  2  558  704  l  951  3  069  - 775  9  057 
1965  4  969  755  3  692  5  866  275  l  577  17 134 
1966  ll 600  3  280  8  924  26  771  899  3  113  54  587 
1967  8  863  2  297  5  746  60  675  162  2  296  80  039 
1968  27  083  7 192  23  227  56  904  820  7  531  122  757 
1969  46  456  ll 864  35  999  92  741  101  13  051  200  212 
1970  45  877  11  703  35  781  86  682  7  882  13  323  201  248 
1971  73  166  15  798  52  484.  80  674  1  720  17 992  241  834 
220  572  53  593  167  804  413  382  11  859  59  658  926  868 -52-
The  corresponding contributions are  as  follows: 
Table  no.  16 
Breakdown  of  contributions  owed  in  respect  of aid  in 1964-1971 
( in 1000  u • a • ) 
Year  Germany  Belgium  France  Italy 
Lux  em- Nether 
Total  bourg  lands 
1964  2  536  716  2  536  2  536  18  715  9  057 
1965  4  830  1  389  4  449  4  798  37  1  631  17  134 
1966  15  988  4  593  13  200  15  285  122  5  399  54  587 
1967  25  348  6  363  26  077  14  407  176  7  668  80  039 
1·~68  37  846  9  759  35  919  27  007  270  11  956  122  757 
1969  62  466  16  217  64  069  40  643  400  16 417  200  212 
1970  62  789  16  301  64  400  40  853  403  16 502  201  248 
1971  75  94-9  19  738  73  414  50  284  483  21  966  241  834 
TotaJ  287  752  75  076  284  064  195  813  1  909  82  254  926  868 
Total  of  which  actually paid at  31.12.1972: 
1146 353l  38  342,143 5321102  923 J  1  007  43  085  475  252 
Although,  according to  the  agreement  reached,  contributions are 
claimed  only as  and  when  requirements  so  demand,  the  amount  contri-
buted  exceeds  by  far the  amount  paid,  which totalled  371.3 million 
u.a.  on  31.12.1972.  It should  not  be  forgotten,  however,  that this 
amount  also  includes  200  million u.a.  representing  the  starting-up 
fund  provided  for  the  Guarantee  Section of E.A.G.G.F.  under  Council 
Resolution dated  31.4.1970.  This  amount  has  been  made  available  to 
the  Guidance  Section  in  successive  sums  of  50  million u.a.,  the last 
of  which  was  "refunded"  during  the first half of  1973. -53-
TITLE  III 
VERIFICATIONS  AND  IRREGULARITIES 
The  purpose  of this section is to  inform  the  Council  and  the  European 
Parliament  of  the  methods  employed  and  the  results obtained with re-
gard  to  verifications,  irregular operations  and  their financial  con-
sequences. 
5.  VERIFICATIONS 
5.1  General 
It should  be  remembered  that  verifications of  expenditure  are  made 
both  on  the  basis of  documents  supplied  by  Member  States to  the  Com-
mission,  and  on  the  spot  - either with  agencies  responsible  for  the 
accounts  and  possessing  detailed supporting documents,  or with  the 
beneficiary of  Community  subsidies. 
Verification of  records  made  by  the  Commission's  departments  present 
mainly administrative  problems.  An  examination  as  to  whether  expendi-
ture is made  in  compliance  with  Community  rules  depends  both  on  the 
quality and  completeness  of  the  information provided  by  Member  Stares; 
and  on  the  staff available  and  the  methods  employed  to  conduct  a 
satisfactory examination.  As  to  inspectiomon the  spot,  these  require 
a  highly  qualified staff,  concentrating mainly  on  questions  of  this 
kind. 
The  Commission,  fully  aware  of  serious  shortcomings in this respect 
is attempting to  develop  new  methods.  It  has  informed  the  Council  and 
the  European  Parliament,  in  another  document;  of  its work  in  this con-
nection. -54-
5.2  Guarantee  Section 
The  Commission's  departments  first carry out  verification of  the  rele-
vant  documents.  This  includes general  checks  (that records  are  complete, 
and  calculations correct);  then  comes  comparison  with  other available 
information  (for  example,  previous  payments,  estimates,  information 
gained  from  the  sections administering the  organisation of  markets, 
misr,ellaneous statistics);  and  finally  an  examination  involving  Commu-
nity regulations  (whether  the  expenditure  is lawful;  rates applied). 
After various  adjustments  of  a  minor  nature  have  been  carried out,  ex-
penditure  which  seems  doubtful  is the  subject  of  a  thorough  study, 
together with  other departments,  and  later with  representatives  of  the 
Member  States. 
With  regard  to  the  stage  reached  in this work,  it should  be  noted  that 
annual  applications by  Member  States  concerning 1967/68  and  1971  have 
been  lodged  mainly  during  the  latter months  of  1972,  and  that  certain 
verifications of  records  have  been  undertaken,  but  had  to  be  suspended 
• 
for  over  6  months  owing  to  the major  effects of  enlargement.  Work  was 
resumed  in the  autumn  of  1973. 
As  to  on  the  spot  inspections,  these  could  not  be  systematically under-
taken  owing  to  the  imbalance  between  the  problems  to  be  dealt  with  and 
the  staff available.  However,  three  types  of visit did  take  place: 
some  relating to  operation of  the  definitive  system,  other to verifi-
cations  of  accounts  for  food  aid,  and  finally,  still others,  under 
"related services"  in respect  of  the  Community's  own  resources. 
A  new  form  of verification is tending to  evolve.  This  is preventive 
checking,  insofar as national administrations seek  the  Commission's 
advice  as  to  the  interpretation to  be  given  to certain provisions,  be-
fore  they  effect  payment.  This method  seems  particularly effective.  It 
ensures  improved  implementation of  Community  rules,  and  reduces  the 
number  of  problems  arising when  accounts are  finally  made  up. -55-
5-3  Guidance  Section 
During  1972,  7  projects were  the  subject  of  on  the  spot .inspections; 
this represent  5%  of  the  projects completed  in 1972.  Paymeat  was  ef-
fected  for  5  of these. 
On  the  other hand,  when  verification of the project termed· "Setting 
up  of  a  dairy  in Chateau-Contier  - F/150/69"  was  carried out  - owing 
to  the  fact  that  estimates and  results did not  tally - it was  found 
that not  only  were  the  premises built not  used  for pre-packaging 
cheese  in portions,  but  for  storing powdered milk,  part  of  the pro-
ject specifically excluded  from  financing  by  the  Fund,  - but  also 
that  the work  had  been  started almost  9  months  before application 
was  made  for  aid.  The  Commission  consequently adopted  a  decision  on 
14.9.1973 whereby  aid  amounting  to  107 135 u.a.,  which  had  been 
granted  for  the  project,  was  cancelled.  As  an  initial payment  of 
358  317  FF  had  already been  made  to  the beneficiary,  on  the basis of 
documents  which  made  it impossible  to discover  the  actual situation 
described  above,  the  Commission  will effect  recovery  of  this  sum. 
In  the  case  of  the  project  termed  "Construction of 136 stables in 
the  lower  Neto  Valley  - I/43.3/6511 ,  further  information is still re-
quired  to  enable  payment  to  be  made. 
A certain reduction  can  be  observed  in  the  number  of  on  the  spot  in-
spections  in 1972,  as  compared  with  1971,  when  14%  of  the  projects 
completed  were  the  subject  of  such  inspection.  This is due  to  the 
larger number  of  applications for  payment  presented  for  examination, 
and  also  to  the  need  to  carry out  on  the  spot  inspections  for  expen-
diture  on  special measures. 
These  latter inspections  are  made  at  the  agencies  responsible  for 
the  project.  The  purpose  is principally to  examine,  in situ,  the  do-
cuments  forming  the  basis of  the data  contained  in applications  for 
payment,  but  also  to obtain information  as  to  whether  the  various 
national authorities are  correctly interpreting  and  applying  Commu-
nity rules. -56-
The  following  special measures  have  been  the subject  of  checks: 
(a)  Aid  to  groups  of  fruit  and  vegetable  producers  pursuant  to 
Regulation  (EEC)  no.  1035/72. 
In this connection,  expenditure  declared  by  the Federal  Republic 
of  Germany  for  North  Rhine-Westphalia  and  Baden-Wlirttemberg  was 
verified. 
(b)  Premiums  for  the grubbing  of  fruit  trees,  pursuant  to  Regulation 
(EEC)  no.  2517/69. 
In this connection  expenditure  declared  by  the Federal  Republic 
of  Germany  for North  Rhine-Westphalia  and  Baden-Wlirttemberg  was 
verified. 
(c)  Premiums  for  slaughtering  cows  and  withholding milk  and  milk 
products  from  the market,  pursuant  to  Regulation  (EEC)  no. 
1975/69. 
In this connection,  expenditure  declared  by  France  in the 
Departments  of Calvados  and  the  Seine-Maritime  was  verified. 
This first  experiment  has  shown  that  the  Member  States concerned  have 
in the  main  observed  Community  rules.  Nevertheless,  slight differences 
have  been  recorded  in  implementing  the  provisions for  certain measures, 
even  within  a  single  Member  State,  such as,  for  instance,  between 
"Lander"  or  between  "departements".  Involved  are  both  differences of 
interpretation,  and  differences resulting  from  the  application of  Com-
munity provisions,  which  are  sometines  very  demanding.  Where  it proved 
necessary  Member  States  were  invited  to  provide  further details or to 
adjust  their requests  for  refund. 
Checks  made  by  the  Community  on  special measures  could  only  be  carried 
out  on  the  basis of  limited  sampling.  It  should  be  mentioned  here  that 
checks  carried  out  by  Member  States  on  the above  measures  (and  this 
will  apply  also to  common  measures)  are  generally more  complicated 
than  checks  on  individual projects,  since  the  expenses  involved  are 
more  varied,  affect  a  larger number  of  people  and  involve  a  greater 
number  of official bodies. -57-
6.  IRREGULARITIES 
6.1  General  principles 
Article  8  of  Regulation no.  729/70 deals with  the  financial  conse-
quences  of  irregular transactions  and  contains in particular the fol-
lowing  provisions: 
Community  responsibility for  losses resulting  from  irregularities; 
obligation of Member  States to  take  all measures  required to pre-
vent  and  deal  with  irregularities,  and  to  effect  recovery  of  sums 
lost; 
implementation  measures  with  the  dual  purpose  of providing certain 
details,  and  of organising relations between  Member  States and  the 
Commission. 
Those  provisions have  been  implemented  by  Regulation no.  283/721, 
adopted  by  the  Council  on  7  February 1972.  This  Regulation  contains 
the  main  three  types  of  measure: 
(a)  communication  to  the  Commission  of  the provisions laid down  by 
law,  regulation or administrative action,  concerning measures 
adopted  by  Member  States to  satisfy themselves  that  transactions 
financed  by  the  Fund  are  actually carried  out  and  correctly exe-
cuted,  to prevent  and  deal  with irregularities,  and  to  recover 
sums  lost as  a  result  of  irregularities or negligence  (Article  2); 
(b)  creation of  an  information  system  containing  the  following  t.wo 
1 
sections: 
the  quarterly transmission of  a  list of  irregularities which 
have  been  the  subject  of  the  primary administrative or  judi-
cial findings  of fact,  and  the  provision,  at  regular intervals, 
of  information  concerning the  procedures  instituted with  a 
view  to recovering  sums  wrongly  paid,  until their recovery 
(Articles  3  and  5); 
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communication,  without  delay,  to  the  Commission  and  to  the 
other Member  States concerned,  of  any  irregularities which 
are  liable to  have  effects very  quickly outside of the  Member 
country involved,  or which  show  that  a  new  fraudulent  prac-
tice has  been  adopted  (Article  4). 
{c)  institution of  an  administrative inquiry where  the  Commission 
considers that irregularities or negligence  ha~e taken  place 
in  one  or more  Member  States  (Article  6). 
6.2  Communication  of provisions laid  down  by  law,  regulation or administra-
tive action 
As  regards  the  laws  of  Member  States,  the  Commission  received  the last 
communication  from  Member  States of the  Community,  as originally com-
posed,  during  the  month  of  June,  1973.  As  mentioned  in the  report  for 
1971,  the  delay is due  to certain administrative difficulties resulting 
from  the  very  diversity of E.A.G.G.F.  expenditure,  and  the  number  of 
national departments  coming  within  the numerous  provisions laid down 
by  law  and  regulation. 
As  regards  the  new  Member  States,  the  United  Kingdom  has  so  far for-
warded  details of  a  number  of legal  and  administrative provisions. 
Examination  of the  data  transmitted by  Member  States has  been under-
taken,  but  is far  from  complete,  owing  to the  number  and  complexity of 
the  many  national provisions.  It is already  evident,  however,  that 
legal differences between  Member  States in this connection are at 
times  considerable. Apart  from  possible discriminations  amongst  Commu-
nity debtors,  these differences between  Member  States may  encourage 
unscrupulous  operators  to  give preference  to certain Member  States 
whose  laws  provide  the  moat  loopholes,  when  exercising their fraudu-
lent activities. 
National  laws  governing  deferment  or  remission  of debts are  examined 
first,  since  pursuant  to Article  8  of  Regulation  no.  729/71,  amounts 
not  recovered  are  chargeable  to  the  Community. -~-
6.3  Statements  by  Member  States concerning irregularities 
The  quarterly lists transmitted  in accordance  with  Regulation no. 
283/72  setting out  irregularities which  have  been  the  subject  of the 
primary  administrative or  judicial findings  of  fact  must  contain in-
formation  on  several points.  This  as  a  rule  concerns  the practice 
adopted  in  committing the  irregularity;  the  manner  in which it was 
discovered;  the  financial  consequences  and  possibilities of  recovery 
(Article 3).  Since  a  long  time  often  relapses  between  discovery  of  an 
irregularity and  recovery of  the  sums  wrongly paid,  Member  States must 
communicate  at  the  same  intervals - i.e. quarterly  - the  progress  made 
towards  effecting recovery  in cases already notified and  contained  in 
the  said quarterly lists.  In  this context,  communications  must  contain 
information as to  the  progress of  recovery procedure,  i.e.,  in parti-
cular,  amounts  already recovered  or,  possibly,  the  reasons  for  abando-
ning  legal proceedings  (Article 5). 
Regulation  no.  283/72  was  not  adopted  until 1972,  and  Member  States 
had  initial difficulties in  making declarations.  The  transmission  of 
information  concerning the year 1971  had  therefore  to be  effected in  a 
single  operation.  The  data for  the  first  two  quarters of 1972  were 
also  sent  together. 
Generally  speaking,  the  information  supplied  by  this method  is not  al-
ways  detailed  enough  to allow of  thorough processing,  particularly as 
regards  fraudulent  practices.  The  E.A.G.G.F.  has  sometimes  had  to re-
quest  Member  Statesto  supply fuller details. - 60-
6.4  Information  supplied  concerning the  Guarantee  Section 
As  regards cases  of  irregularity notified  since  1971,  the  position as 
at  15.7.1973  was  as  follows: 
6.4.1  !~~~~~~~~~~~=~-~=~~~~=~-~~-~27! 
Of  the  9  cases of irregularity reported  by  Member  States concerning 
the  Guarantee  Section,  5  have  been  closed.  So  far  8  009  459.22 u.a. 
have  been  successfully recovered  out  of  a  total of  8  505  373.88 u.a. 
wrongly  paid.  495  914.66 u.a.  are  now  in process of  recovery. 
It may  be  mentioned  nevertheless that neither Belgium nor Italy had 
forwarded  their statement  of  irregularities to  the  Commission.  The 
procedure  under Article 169  of  the  Treaty,  in respect  of the non-ob-
servance  of Articles  3  and  5  of  Regulation no.  283/72  was  instituted 
(despatch  of statements of  irregularities and  recovery  procedures). 
Italy and  Belgium have  made  it known,  quite  recently,  however,  that 
for  the  year 1971  they  had  no  irregularities in the Guarantee  Section 
to  communicate. 
6.4.2  !~~~~~~~~~~~=~-~=~~~~=~-~~-!27~ 
The  number  of  Guarantee  Section irregularities listed is 33,  of  which 
24  have  been  settled.  The  total sum  wrongly  paid  is  2  125  821.15 u.a., 
and  the  total  amount  so  far  recovered  662  000.45 u.a.;  l  435  094.95 
u.a.  are  in  process of  being  recovered.  10 of  the  cases  which  are 
closed  involved  attempted  fraud,  totalling  26 124.87 u.a.  Since  the 
irregularity was  discovered  before  payment  was  made,  these  cases re-
quired  no  procedure  for  recovery.  No  attempt  will  be  made  to  recover 
a  total of  2  600.88  u.a.,  concerned  in  two  cases  of  presumed  fraud  as 
the  expenditure  proved  lawful  on  investigation. 
For  the  year 1972,  the  Commission  recorded  delays  in  the  transmission 
of  communications  under Articles 3  and  5  of  Regulation no.  283/72 
(despatch of  statements  of irregularities and  recovery procedures). 
The  Commission  also  initiated proceedings  as  provided  for  by  Article 
169  of  the  Treaty  in respect  of non-compliance  with  the  obligations 
deriving  from  the afore-mentioned  provisions against  two  Member 
States.  As  mentioned  for the  year  1971,  however,  Italy  and  Belgium 
recently  forwarded  a  declaration stating that  no  irregularities were 
discovered  for 1972. Table  no.  17 
Communications  relating to  the  years 1971  and  1972  for the  Guaran-
tee  Section 
Germany  France  Netherlands  Total 
Number  of  cases  22  5  15  42 
listed 
Total  amount  (u.a.)  8  947  007.03  1  369  360  314  828  10 631  195-03 
Number  of  cases  141  1  14  29 
settled 
Amount  recovered  8  651  155-70  2  538  17  765.97  8  671  459.67 
(u.a.) 
Attempted  frauds  - - (10)  (10) 
Amount  recovered  - - 26  124.87  26  124.87 
(u.a.) 
Cases  pending  8  4  1  13 
Amount  to  be  293  250.45  1  366  822  270  937-16  1  931  009.61  recovered  (u.a.) 
1 
including  2  cases which  did not  give  rise to proceedings  for  recovery 
since the  expenditure  of  2  600.88  u.a.  proved  lawful  on  investigation. 
Note: 
It  should  be  noted,  for  purposes of  information,  that  so  far 20  cases 
have  been  reported  for  the first  quarter of  1973,  3  of  which  have  been 
closed.  The  total  amount  wrongly  paid  comes  to  401  180.91 u.a.,  of 
which  7 134.45 u.a.  have  already been  recovered.  Rerovery  of there-
mainder is under  way. -b?--
The  procedure  to be  followed  in respect  of  communications  is governed 
by  Article  5  of  Commission  Regulation  (EEC)  no.  773/721 •  Pursuant  to 
paragraph  1  of that Article,  Member  States have  communicated  to  the 
Commission  cases of irregularities already closed  but  relating to the 
period  1967/68,  when  forwarding  their applications for  reimbursement 
of definitive aid for the  said accounting period.  The  list of  irregu-
larities not  yet  closed at  31.12.1972 however  in  respect  of  the 
period  1967/68  to 1970,  to  be  transmitted during  the first  quarter of 
1973  under Article 5(2),  has  so  far  only  been  communicated  by  two 
Member  States. 
In  two  cases  the provision of Article  4  was  applied  whereby  communi-
cation is made  without  delay  to  the  other Member  States concerned  and 
to  the  Commission  of  any  irregularities which  are liable to  have effects 
very  quickly  outside  the  territory of the  Member  State  involved  or 
which  show  that  a  new  fraudulent  practice has been  adopted.  This  has 
given rise to  meetings  organised  by  the  Commission  to  seek an  agreed 
solution. 
l  OJ  no.  L  97  of  24.4.1972,  p.  1 \ 
! 
6.5  Information  transmitted  concerning the  Guidance  Section 
Since  Regulation  (EEC)  no.  283/72  covers  expenditure  by  the  E.A.G.G.F., 
except  in relation to  individual projects,  the  communication  of irre-
gularities by  Member  States,  as provided  for  in Article  3  of that  Re-
gulation,  relates to  expenditure  by  the  Guidance  Section  on  special 
measures. 
Information  transmitted  in 1973  indicates that  in  1971  and  1972 all the 
irregularities mentioned  related to  premiums  paid  for  withholding milk 
and  milk  products  from  the  market,  under  Regulation  (EEC)  no.  1975/69. 
Table  no.  18 
Communications  in respect  of the  years  1971  and  1972  - Guidance  Section 
Germany  France  Nether- Total 
lands 
Number  of  cases notified  30  40  10  84 
Total  amount  (u.a.)  63  200  140  250  28  200  231  650 
Number  of  cases settled  23
1 
27  31  53 
Amount  recovered  (u.a.)  44  449  89  925  3  124  141  948 
Cases  of force  majeure 
2 
2  2  - -
Amount  concerned  (u.a.)  - - 4  450  4  450 
Cases  pending  81  17  61  31 
Amount  to be  recovered  (u.a.  18  715  50  325  20  626  89  702 
1  partly settled 
2  declared  by  mistake  as  "irregularity". 
Two  Member  State  (Belgium  and  Italy)  did not  communicate  any  irregula-
rities and  in  this connection it should  be  remembered  that  premiums  for 
slaughtering,  withholding  from  the  market,  and  the  grubbing of fruit 
trees were  not  applied  in Italy. 
The  Grand  Duchy  of  Luxembourg  reported  that  there  were  no  irregularities 
to  be notified. -04-
6.6  Initiation of  inquiries at the Commission's  reguest 
In  three  cases,  the  Commission  applied  the provisions for an  administra-
tive  inquiry  where  irregularities or negligence  were  considered  to 
have  taken place in one  or more  Member  States (Article  6).  One  of these 
cases has,  in the  interim,  been  closed.  In another case,  the  State con-
cerned  has not  pursued  the matter.  Consequently,  proceedings  for  in-
fringement  of  the rules have  been  launched  under  Article 169  of  the 
Treaty.  In  the  third case,  the  reply of  the  Member  State concerned 
arrived  in  September  1973  and  the  infringement proceedings are  suspen-
ded  provisionally,  pending  the  conclusions to be  drawn  from  that  reply. 
By  way  of preparation for  possible proceedings under  this Article,  the 
Commission  also  requested  information  in  two  cases  where  irregularities 
could  have  occurred.  Examination  of  those  cases  by  the  Member  States 
concerned  has  not yet  been  completed. 
6.7  Other activities 
In this section of the report it should  be  noted that Article  7{4)  of 
Regulation  no.  283/72  also governs  cases  where  application of certain 
provisions  in  force  would  reveal  gaps  which prejudice  Community  inte-
rests.  The  paragraph  concerned provides for consultations at Community 
level,  where  appropriate,  to  remedy  the  situation.  Under  this provision 
one  case  has  been  communicated. 
Following this communication,  a  Community  Regulation  was  amended,  to 
make  the  committing  of  irregularities more  difficult - 65-
TITLE  IV 
IMPLEMENTATION  OF  FOOD  AID  FINANCING 
1972  was  marked  in this sector by  the  progressive  establishment  of 
financial  machinery  similar to that  in the  Guarantee  Section  and  by  a 
start,after some  delay,  on  financing  various operations. 
7.  FINANCIAL  ADMINISTRATION  OF  FOOD  AID 
7-1  The  various  sources of  financing  provided  for in the  Budget 
Following  various  Council  decisions,  Community  financing of food  aid 
was  ensured  in 1972  by  means  of appropriations  coming  under  different 
budget  headings,  depending  upon  the  nature  of  the  expenditure  involved. 
Thus: 
the  Guarantee  Section of  the  E.A.G.G.F.  financed  fob  refunds, 
agreed  on  at  the  time  when  gifts of cereals were  made  and  milk  pro-
ducts  provided  out  of  public  intervention stocks; 
the  actual  value  of  the  cereals offered  within  the framework  of Com-
munity  measures  and  of the  supplies  of  milk  products bought  on  the 
market,  and  donations  of sugar  were  charged  under  the  budget 
heading  "Food  aid"; 
the  expenses  incurred  under  emergency  aid  between  the"fob"and  the 
"cif"stages  and  also,  exceptionally,  the  aid  in  the  form  of  cereals 
and  rice,  granted  to  Bengali  refugees  in  India,  were  financed  under 
Chapter  XIV  of  the  budget:  "Aid,  subsidies  and  participation". 
Administration of these  appropriations  was  centralised,  however,  in the 
Guarantee  Section of  the  E.A.G.G.F.,  despite  the  budgetary origin of 
the  said appropriations. 7-2  System  of  advance  payments 
The  system  of  advance  payments  established by  the  Guarantee  Section 
as  from  1.1.1971 was  extended  under  "Food  Aid",  initially for  indivi-
dual  cases  in  the various aid  sectors,  particularly for milk pro-
1  2  ducts  on  28.2.1972,  and  for  sugar  on  10.7.1972,  and  then  on 
3.8.1972 to cereals offered within the  framework  of the  1971  Food  Aid 
Convention3 •  Financial  procedures  similar to  those  in  the  Guarantee 
Section  were  introduced  by Article  115 of  the  Financial  Regulation of 
25 April  1973 applicable  to the general budget  of  the  Communities4• 
The  machinery  and  procedures  applied  in granting advances  and  making 
up  accounts  were  modelled  on  those  of  the  Guarantee  Section.  Thus,  in 
addition  to  advances decided  monthly  to  cover aid  expenditure  coming 
under the  Guarantee  Section,  advances  were  made  of  8  million u.a.  on 
29.12.1972  against  appropriations under  the  heading of  "Food  Aid",  in 
respect  of  gifts of cereals  (1971/72  programme);  of  21.4 million u.a. 
in  respect  of gifts of powdered  skimmed  milk;  and  1.1 million u.a.  in 
5  respect  of gifts of sugar  • 
1 
2 
3 
4 
cf.  Reg.  442/72,  OJ  no.  L  54 of 3.3.72,  p.  1 
cf.  Reg.  no.  1475/72,  OJ  no. 
cf.  Reg.  no.  1703/72,  OJ  no. 
L  157 of 13.7.1972,  p.3 
L 180 of 8.8.1972,  p.  1 
cf.  Reg.  no.  73/91,  OJ  no.  L  116 of 1.5.1973,  P·  27 
5  Powdered  skimmed  milk  WFP  and  IRCC  - 35  000 metric  tons  (B  F  N) 
Sugar- 4  000 metric tons- Refugees  UNRWA  (N). 
) - 67-
7.3  Refunds  made 
7.3.1  Refunds  for  aid measures  in the  form  of cereals,  1968/69  --------------------------------------------------------
As  regards  implementation  of  the  Convention  on  cereal aid of 1967, 
the  Commission  decided  on  29.12.1972  to  refund  the  "Gift Sector" of 
expenditure  resulting from  Community  measures under  the  1968/69 
programme.  This  amounted  to  18  842  681  u.a.  and  covered  the grant 
of 301  000  metric  tons of cereal  equivalent,  24  600  of which  were 
allotted to  emergency aid.  Those  expenses  were  covered  by  financial 
contributions  from  Member  States calculated  in proportion to  their 
quantitative participation in the  Community  measures.  This  is the 
only  form  of aid  effected by  "clearing",  since  financing  is subse-
quently carried out  by  the  own  resources  system.  The  result of  the 
"clearing
11  is as  follows: 
Table no.  19 
Financing  of  Community  measures  under  the  1968/69 programme 
(1967  Convention) 
Participation  Balance  in u.a.  Member  Amount  of  of  M.S.  Cont-ribution  ( .. )  debit  States  refund  in u.a  in u.a.  metric  % 
(+)  credit 
tons 
B  l  257  927  23  000  7.64  l  439  581  181  654 
D  9 127  589  91  500  30.4  5  728  175  +  3  399  414 
F  2  118  004  91  500  30.4  5  728  175  ..  3  610  171 
I  5  398  902  65  000  21.6  4  070  019  +  1  328  883 
L  - 2  000  0.66  124  362  - 124 362 
N  940  259  28  000  9-3  1  752  369  - 812  110 
GEE  18  842  681  301  000  100  18  842  681  --68-
It should  be  remembered  that  refunds,  charged  to  the  Guarantee  Section, 
for  expenditure  in respect  of  fob  restitutions deriving  from  aid 
measures  has  been  excluded  from  this section.  Such  expenditure  forms 
part of  the  Guarantee  Section's normal  operations. 
Again  refunds,  under  Chapter  XIV  of the  Budget,  of  expenses  incurred 
for  emergency  aid  between  the  fob  and  cif stages have  been  made  direct-
ly,  on  the  strength of appropriate  supporting documents,  to  "Diakoni-
sches  Werk"  and  the  International  Red  Cross  Committee  (IRCC)  through 
which  those  operations  were  carried out. 
The  Commission also decided  on  29.12.1972 as to the  amount  of  Community 
financing  for  expenditure  incurred  by  Belgium  and  Italy in respect  of 
aid  involving  7  000  metric  tons  of  cereals and  43  000  metric  tons  of 
rice respectively for Bengali  refugees  in  India. 
These  emergency  measures  carried out  through the  I.B.C.C.  come  under 
the  Cereal  Aid  Convention  of 1971  (1971/72  programme),  but  in view  of 
the  urgency  of  the  measures1 ,  decided  upon  before  adoption  of  the 
financial  regulation applicable  to the  1971  Aid  Convention2,  and  before 
the  Community  became  a  party to  the  Convention,  the Council  decided  in 
July 1971  that  these measures  would  be  financed  under  Chapter  XIV, 
Article 145,  appropriations,  plus an  additional transfer  from  the 
Title  "Food  Aid". 
For this purpose,  advances  of  4.66 million u.a.  and  0.35 million u.a. 
were  granted  on  11.10.1971  and  3.12.1971  for  Italy and  Belgium  respec-
tively.  Since  the actual expenditure  was  less than  these  amounts  by 
102  304  u.a.  and  167 u.a.  respectively,  the  operation  was  regularised 
by  debit  entries in the  accounm relating to  the  two  Member  States 
concerned  in accordance  with  existing rules.3 
1  cf.  Reg.  1552/71  of  19-7-1971,  OJ  L 164 of 22.7.1971,  P•3  no. 
2  cf.  Reg.  1703/72 of 3.8.1972  no. 
3  cf.  the  Commission  decision of 10.11.1971,  Article  3 \ 
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A.  STATISTICAL  TABLES  AND  FIGURES  CONCERNING 
THE  GUARANTEE  SECTION Date  of  Belgium  decision 
17.12.1971  6  000  000  I 
26.1.1972  8  000  000 
15.2.1972  13  000  000 
24.3.1972  8  000  000 
26.4.1972  7  000  000 
25.5.1972  15  500  000 
20.6.1972  11  000  000 
20.7.1972  17  coo  coo 
18.8.1972  16  000  coo 
21.9.1972  7  000  000 
23.10.1972  13  000 coo 
2l.ll.1972  l 
12 coo  000 
22.12.1972  I  -
Total  133  500  000  advances 
Total  amounts I 
available:  7  230 458 
1.1.1972 
Total  I 
140 730 458 
ANNEX  I 
Funds  made  available  in 1972  to  Member  States for 
payment  of  expenditure  by the  Guarantee  Section 
Financial year 1972 
Germany  France  Italy  Luxembourg 
31  000 000  100 000  000  60  000  000  100 000 
38  ooo  ooo  I  78  000 000  32  000 000  150 000 
35  000  000  97  000  000  5  000  000  120  000 
43  000  000  6C  000  000  - 140  000 
47  000 coo  59  000 coo  100 000  000  180 coo 
40  000  000  45  000  000  80  000  000  130  JOO 
46  000  000  52  000  000  - 130 000 
47  000  000  55  ceo  ooo  23  OOCJ  000  70  000 
40  000  000  73  000  000  15  OGO  000  210  008 
16  000  000  83  000  000  8  000  000  160 000 
39  000  000  88  000  000  80  000 000  120 000 
40 coo  000  40  000  t)OO  - 120  000 
32  000  000  86  000  000  20  000  000  120 000 
494  ooo  ooo  1  916  coo  000  423  000 000  1  750  000 
I 
10 329  475  I  9  341  361  I  216  375  845  I  99  041 
I  ' 
504  329  475  l 
925  341  361  639  375  845  1  1  849  041 
I 
Netherlands 
18  000  000 
17  000 coo 
26  000  000 
16  500  000 
27  0:)0  coo 
21  000  000 
28  000  000 
16  coo  000 
30 oco  oco 
43  000  000 
31  coo  oco 
2S  OUJ  C'JO 
35  000  ()00 
336  500  000 
8  921  497 
345  421  497 
(in  u .a.) 
Total  ------
215  lC>.J  ~:_: Q:J 
173  158  ·:>:,o 
176  120  OC·) 
127  c~o nco 
2~.;.0  l:=-~~  ~'=~ 
201  62G  (y~J 
'!.37  1.30  coo 
150  CYiO  C:J 
2.74  ~l(;  ()~.}~) 
157  ltO  UCO 
2·)1  120  o~:'o 
1:20  :r.::::~,  ;:~c:::• 
17~ 1:::0  c:r:'J 
2  .)O.'l  r{:~J  ("QQ 
252  :~n 676 
2  557  047  676 
I 
-.l 
'(-..) 
I ANNEX  II 
Dates  of  implementation o! the decisions to grant  adva!ces under  EAGGF-Guarantee 
Date  of  the  Date  of  im  plementation 
decision  Belgium  Germany  France  Italy 
17 December  1971  21  January  1972  4  JIUluary  1972 
123.12.1971  - 33 million 
3.1.1972  - 67  million  1  February  1972 
26  January  1972  31  January  1972  31  Juuary  1972  31  January  1972  l  February  1972 
r7-2.1972  3  million  ~22.2.1972  1,7 million  t9.2.1972  63  million  ~22.2.1972 3,2 million 
15 February  1972  22.2.1972  6,5 millioll 
7- 3.1972  3,5 millioll  7.3.1972  33,3 mil1ioll  7-3-1972  34 million  16.3.1972 1,8 million 
24  March  1972  24  March  1972  24  March  1972  24  March  1972  -
26  April  1972  28  April  1972  28  April  1972  28  April  1972  28  April  1972 
25  May  1972  26  Kay  1972  25  May  1972  25  May  1972  25  May  1972 
20  June  1972  21  June  1972  21  June  1972  21  June  1972  -
20 July  1972  26  July  1972  26  July  1972  25  July  1972  25  July  1972 
18  August  1972  22  August  1972  22  August  1972  22  August  1972  22  August  1972 
21  September 1972  22  September 1972  22 September 1972  22  September 1972  22  September 1972 
23  October  1972  25  October  1972  25  October  1972  25  October  1972  25  October  1972 
21  N_ovember  1972  21  November  1972  21  November  1972  22  November  1972  -
22  December  1972  - 22  December  1972  22  December  1972  22  December  1972 
-
-----
Luxembourg 
ll January  1972 
31  January  1972 
r2.2.1972  80.000 
7-3-1972  40.000 
25  March  1972 
28  April  1972 
25  May  1972 
21  June  1972 
25  July  1972 
22  August  1972 
22  September 1972 
25  October  1972 
27  November  1972 
22  December  1972 
Netherlands 
23 December  1971 
31  January  1972 
21  February  1972 
24  March  1972 
28  April  1972 
25  May  1972 
21  June  1972 
27  July  1972 
22  August  1972 
25  September 1972 
25  October  1972 
27 November  1972 
22  December  1972 
--'1 
~ 
I ANNEX  III 
Funds  available  to  Member  States at the  end  of  each  month 
Financial year 1972  (in million u.a.) 
,._  I  !  '  ~-------· 
I  Member  I  .  '  ! 
1 
; 
' 
8 
De script  iou of  item  J.,..  I  Feb.  March  Apr~l  May  June  July  August  Sept.  j  Oct.  Nov.  l  Dec.  I  Jan.  , 
j  tate  L...::..:__  j  1  ! 
I  Belgium  !Accumulated  advances  13.2 l  21.2  34.2  .  42.2  49.2  64.7  75·7  92.7  1
1 
108.7]115.7  1128.7  L~~~;:-7--~-;c7-: 
j  Accumulated  expellditure  12,0  21.4  30·1  39.7  47•4  62.4  74 .• 2  '18,0  88.3  99.2  l0/.4  120.7  I J2G,1  ) 
;_ ________  !Balanc:_-:_ available  j  :::.:_j_- 0,2  r,.l  2,5  1,8  2.3  ~~--~7  __  ,  20.4  __  _:;_:5  . ~~-_!~_~:.::__  __ !  :;;_c.  ' 
l  Germany  !Accumulated  advances  r-;1.3  79-3  ll4·3  157·3  204.3  244.3  290.3  337.3  1  377,3  393.-;---t  452.3  f  I,  /2.3  j  ~J4.)  i 
'!Accumulated  expenditure  I  34.3  77·4  117.3  1',8.5  206,2  245.3  278.8  -311.1  I 34L2  377.9  418.9  :  460,4  !  4')2.4  j 
------ _,~alance available  ~----=·-o  ___ l~~~o  __  -__:·_2  - 1,9  - 1.0  11.5  26,2  f--.}6,1  15.4  13.4  I  11,9  l-~~ 
f,
l  ccumulated  advanc~s  I  109.3  187.3  20:!.3  ~4~.3  403,3  448,:;  50~.3  555·3  !  628.3  ~11.3  799·3  I ~39.3  l 9?';.3  ' 
ccumulated  expeahture  79.0  150.9  246.9  51J.4  377.6  440.6  49o.5  551.0  j  611,3  b9l.3  755·9  I  o23.l!  i  9'-o.!, 
alance available  30,3  36,4  :n.~  30.9  25  •. 7  7·7  3.8  4.3  1'  17.0  20.0  fi,3.4  I  15.9  I  ll 9 
'  •  l  ..  I  ,  .  ,- --
Italy  Acaumulated  advances  .
1 
276.4  3011.4  _;l~.l[  3l3.4  415,4  493.4  493-4  516.4  :  531,'1  539.4  (  619.4  i  Gl9.d  !  63') ..  ; 
- !  .  ,  I 
Accumulated  expeaditure  71.5  14J·j  194,7  255.7  296.8  355.1  383,2  410.5  !  477.7  512.2  537.5  I  603,1  ,  )73.:0 
.  :Salance  available  20~.9  165.1  118.7  57.7  116,6  1)8.3  110.2  105.9  j  53,7  27.2  81.9~ 
1
11.1  I  65,3 
t-- ---·:---
1  Luxembourg  iAccumulated  advances  0,20  0,35  0.47  0,61  0,79  0,')2  l,:J5  1.12  1.33  1.49  1.61  1.73  1  l.S) 
l 
~ccumu1ated exp01nditure  0.18  0.34  0·-11  0.~8  0..72  0,92  1,01  1,13  1.29  1.42  1.61  1.69  i  1.90 
~alance available  0.02 '·  0.01  L~~~~'_  0.03  0,07  - 0,04  - 0.01  0.04  0.07  - .  0.04  I - o.o::; 
France 
J  Netherlands  ccumulated  advances  2G,9  ~·~·: j  G"·~  j er..4  113,1)  134.4  162,4  178.4  ! 208,4  251.4 l  310.4  I 3.'!5.4 
I  ccumuated  expenditure  l9.j  ~ 1'"  ~!J.  \  79.0  100.5  123.3  148.2  175.6 
1  203.5  238.0  272.9  J04.6  I  337.1 
alance available  7,6  3.0  9.6  7.4  12.9  11,1  14.2  2.8  4.9  13.4  9.5  j  ).8  I  8.3  ! 
l.""""""""""""'""" ..........  """""'""~--~  ..  ---------· """'--·-- .-------.~----=---·- -----------~  ----------'··--··---------~·.- ~------'----------l  ........  ,.J 
l  Taking  account  of correctione,  reducing expenditure,  (62  022  600.54 u.a.) llOtified in May  and· June  1973 
,_ 
-..! 
,j;;A 
I - 75-
ANNEX  IV 
Development  of  expenditure  of the  EAGGF  - Guarantee  Secti-on 
from  1962  to  1972 
Periods  Expenditure  in million u.a. 
1962/63  28.723 
63/64  50.690 
Q4/65  159-864 
65/66  238.635 
66/67  395-540 
67/68  1 039-064 
68/69  1  642,628 
2nd  half of 1969  1  668.868 
1970  2  504.157 
1971  1 571--
2 446--
1 
1972 
1  ..,.  .  1  1972  L1nanc1a  year  = 13 montna;  1972  2  330 million u.a. 
--ANNEX  V - D.evelopment  of  expenditure of  the  Guarantee  Sectioa of  EAGGF  by sector_ 
Sector  Average 
1968/69  1970  1971  1972 
a  b  c  d  () 
Mains  sectors under  Cereals  713  900  474  903 
the  common  organisation  Milk products  670  993  566  57L1. 
of markets  before  Fats  and  oils  274  281  113  336 
1.1.1970  Sugar  170  193  110  152 
Pigmeat  4'5  43  52  ' 
~.Q 
Total  A  1  872  2 410  I  1  3f5 
;  2  o~~·J 
Other  !1.  under  the  Eggs  and  poultry  6  17  I  12  12 
sector  c.o.m.  Beef  and  veal  19  31  I  19  7 
before  Rice  12  52  I  50  50  i 
1.1.1970  Fruit  and  vegetables  34  58  /  54 
I 
6l 
Products outside Annex  II  18  25 
I  18  2l 
Total  Bl  89  H:l3  i  153  151 
I 
2.  under  Wine  - 28  I 
53 
c.o.m.  Tobacco  6  74  38  I 
after  Fishery products  pr.!  I 
l  -.l  - tr"--
1.1.1970  Hemp  and  flax  5  l 
l 
ll  I 
and  beforE  Seeds  - - pr:: 
31.12.197~  Hops  - -
Silkworms  - I  -
Total  B2  - 10  103  1)d 
Total  B  89  193  2')6  309 
Other sectors  - - - -
Compensatory  amounts  monetary  - - -
I 
-
in respect  of  intra- I  Community  trade  accession  - - - -
Total  C  I  Grand  Total  A  +  B  +  C  l  961  I  2  604  l  571  2  329 Sectors 
• 
··' 
ANNEX  VI 
Breakdown  of  expenditure for  the year 1972  by  sector according  to  the  economic  character of the  measures
1 
Amount 
of 
,·:~~=·i-
Refunds on  ex 
·ports to  non 
member  coun-
tries 
1  I  I 
Storage 
as  such 
Breakdown 
Food 
according  to  the  economic  character of the 
transactions 
(iu million u.a.) 
j Aid  by  ~ay of  compensation for world prices 
and  for  prices of  substitute products,  where 
gifts 
With-F  applicable 
holding  General  comp~nsation  I Compensation! 
from  i  1 for  specific! 
markets  ' total or  1:  !  us&  on  the  ~  Total 
.  t  t  1  partial  1 domestic  mart 
quasl.- o  a  !  ket  j 
Other 
I  I 
!  i  ·i ~  ':1"~-:-:-:-j 
~l8(i.13  .. 
.5 
270-5 
'  .... •5 .1  -
I  -
~~.3  - -
- -
I 
- - .~..- --- I  - -
- -
7-6 
-
-
I 
- -
~  - -
I  -- - -
-
-
-
'  {""'!1'1.5  - -
' 
ll  J ·1  - ...  I  - -
'  "•1  -
I 
- -
- -
- -
I  -
I 
-
-
-
-
-
---1 
---1 
I -M-
Annex  VI  (cont.) 
(1)  mainly  aid for durum  wheat  (107-9 million u.a.) 
(2)  production  refund  for  starches  (118.7 million u.a.,  of which 
about  43  for potato starch)  and  premiums  for  denaturation or 
incorporation of bread-making  cereals in animal  feeding  stuffs 
(69.8 million u.a.) 
(3)  expenditure  for  export  of  ghee  ex  intervention stocks  (about 
11.7 million u.a.)  +  refunds properly  speaking 144.1 million 
u.a. 
(4)  supply  by  way  of gift to  developing countries or to  countries 
victims  of disasters: 
16  000 metric  tons butter 
20  000 metric  tons milk  powder 
(5)  aid for  casein 
(6)  aid  for  butter consumption  of  100 u.a.,  of  which  50%  financed 
by  Guarantee 
(7)  aid  for  skimmed  milk  for  animal  feedingstuffs  (224.2 u.a.) 
and  aid  for  the use  of butter under certain conditions  on  the 
internal market  (46.3 million u.a.) 
(8)  almost  all covered  by  storage levies 
(9)  refund  on  utilisation in  the  chemical  industry and  subsidy for 
utilisation in animal  feedingstuffs 
(10)  refining subsidies 
(11)  special measures  for the  promotion  of  Community  citrus fruit, 
the processing of  certain varieties of  oranges  and  aid for the 
distribution,  free  of charge,  of products  withdrawn  from  the 
market;  this figure  could  have  been  shown  under  column  (i). 
(12)  compulsory distilling of by-products  of  wine-making  and  table 
wine;  this expenditure  can  be  included  as aid. ANNEX  VII 
DETAILS  OF  EXPENDITURE  PAID  OR  DECLARED  APPEARING  IN  TABLE  No.  41 
FOR  FINANCIAL  YEAR  19?2 
SECTOR  AND  HEADING  ~--~::~s- 1
1 
-;NTERVENTIONS  TOTALS  1  ::  ---r~:·----
1  il'J7?.  I'.SlT 
---- I  615"930  513-86  I  --·---~------1 -----~---- CEREALS 
Export  refunds 
Denaturing  premiums 
Production  refunds 
Aid  to  durum  wheat 
Annual  carry-over payments 
Storage 
Subsidies  for fodder  cereals 
imported  in~:o  Italy 
CEREALS  TOTAL 
RICE 
Export  refu 
Interventio 
RICE 
nds 
ns 
TOTAL 
---
MILK  AND  MI LK  PRODUCTS 
Export  refu 
Aid  to  skim 
Aid  to  skim 
Storage of 
Storage  of 
Storage  of 
nds 
med  milk for  animal  fee 
med  milk processed as  c 
skimmed  milk  powder 
cheese 
butter 
615  930  513-86 
47 989  638.00 
-
47  989  638-00 
166  730  591•15 
dingstuffs 
asein 
MILK  AND  MILK  PRODUCTS  TOTAL  166  730  591.15 
I 
1 
75  9~0 179~93 
127  085  2J.5.05 
I  J.2J  f.;(V)  'T~-1·: 
I  11  J.;')  395.?:].  I 
~o ,:s~  7J.1.s·6 
~  s:-·.7  6·19  ")·) 
·...- 1  -r  • t-- I 
I 
381  246  027.  [l,~  r(l()7  176  t:;J; -l  .70·- ·1 ()  7t'- )()  l  ,~  / //  .  ....-r  •  1  ., - "I  ,  J· •  •.• 
I 
2  187 936.21 
2, ':-87  93C.21 
236  58·~  ~90. 51 
31  2 37  95'L 62 
17  36-~.  ~05.  81 
-
158  6'].0  898.94 
·~-· 
413  132.7  ·~ t?. 88 
-
2 .o:: 
'l 
J "0 558  041-~  ~1: .96 
I 
! 
l 
~  "~ 
......  ·~  j 
136.03 
l 
--.1 
\.Q 
I ANNEX  VII  (Cont.) 
-~=~~  sE~~::_~~ u:_:_ ________  ]___  REFUNDS  ~---~~RVEN-TION~-L~oTA:___j_!'j~-~-:~c~~}!;,-~~-
FATs  AND  OILS  !  j 
Refunds  for  exporting olive oil  982  712.60  I 
Aid  to. the  prod~ction of  o~ive oil  186 792  028.81 
Other  ~ntervenhons for  ol~ve oil  :'.C2  5';~-.75 
Refunds  for  the  export  of oil seeds  4  525  89~.57  i  j 
Aid  to  the  production of oil seeds  99 .9)5,)92.52  I  I 
Other  interventions  for oil seeds  - j  j 
--!.---~---------- -•  ~-
~ 
FATS  AND  0 
~ 
Export  refunds 
Denaturing  pram 
Refunds  for use 
Repayment  of  st 
Public  storage 
SUGAR  TOTA 
·-·---.....--·---h··-·----
BEEF  AND  VEAL 
Export  refunds 
Interventions 
BEEF  AND  V 
PIGMEAT 
Export  refunds 
Interventions 
ILS  TOTAL  5  508  fJ37.17 
---·  -
69  612  380. 80 
iums 
in  the  chemical  indust  y 
:>rage  expenses 
L  69  612  380. 80 
--- - -·----
7  ~  31  31.2. j3 
!:AL  TOTAL  --r-93j3~12. 33 
'---
I 
3 
~-
23 
91 
'2()  '/76.08 
7'-'.1  .... 
y::o 
3:?5 
20 
261.  7~-
f"7')  1"1 
'··  !  -.  ~ -· 
T0.9:~ 
~  8'~·- 26 
I 
i 292 
I 
"1 ~  ?::;  II  ~-Lj  o'-..-'  ' 
/!00  .- ... 
-t 
......< 
i 
I 
I 
I 
_j 
I 
5~.1  129.03  jl6J. 153  509.83! 
I  I  --------r -----------i 
L  _-:: __  I  -c;,--,'"',-l!  - -t  1  _._,J.  ~  ·-*~- !  -r-
--C~  179  03  I  I 
ll.  95  7. }'.' 
6. 59  7.C2 
0  ~3  ~~. '2} 
--+-'[  - l  -------1 
?5  3?3  705.05  219  1~9 03  l  55.6J=_ne~  .• oe  I  2~27  i  '.·'~  PIGMEAT  TOTAL 
-------------------1 
c:o 
0 
I H 
SECTOR 
EGGS  AND  POU 
Ref,,nds  for 
Refunds  for 
EGGS  AN 
FRUIT  AND  VE 
Refunds  for 
and  vegetabl 
Refunds  for 
Financial  co 
Special  meas 
Other  interv 
FRUIT  A 
WINE 
Export  refun 
Aid  to  priva 
Other  interv 
Obligatory d 
products  of 
WillE  TO 
TOBACCO 
Export  refun 
Premiums  to 
Storage 
TOBACCO 
-
AND  HEADING  REFUNDS 
LTRY 
exporting  eggs  3 29 3  806· 66 
exporting poultry  10  ~ 77  261·, 55 
----·-·-· 
D  POULTRY  TOTAL  13  771  068.21 
3ETABLES 
exporting  fresh  fruit  31  906  128·14 
es 
exporting  processed  prod.  l  632  937·65 
mpensation  and  purchases 
ures 
entions 
ND  VEGETABLES  TOTAL  33  529  365.79 
--· 
ds  513  200·01-
te  storage 
entions 
istillation of  the  by-
w-ine-making  ------~ 
rAL  5J.?,  2.00.0'1. 
is  -
encourage  selection 
~---·  .. 
TOTAL  -
·---.. -------
ANNEX  VII  tcont.) 
r-----
l 
IN'l'~RVENTIONS  I 
-
-
- -
21  2~-8  0-;.:s ..  ~2 
I 
4  C<)1  079.00 
2  JS:;  3S~  ..  ~'2 
1  28.  ~3-;~::~;;,_fi,.-"-.---
I 
---------
I 
2n  2J. ~- 575 .. 7?.. 
27  ~r~6  ';Q2.7J 
}_  C;())  ~55r~ •  94 
---.. -.. - ·~· ... - ~ --
56  506  ·':~)~3'? 
- -
-------1  ,.;  ------~~~-----~ 
/'··  I 
TOTALs  I  1972  1  1c;7,_  --r  ------------+-------------
-13 7~J~~~-~J  o.:;6 
I 
_,_  ~  ./  _,_. __ .,._  ..... 
~
--;l-"'7"--,~;, 
_________  _j 
I 
I 
s1  019  835 •.  ~l  1 
--~----1 
I 
2.53 
r;  -~  ;;__.  ~  . .) 
o. 7( 
"2  ,;  ~ 
-"?  !"-
...,  '"'"  ..!..  .r.:.,;  .' 
lOO  852  52-1·75 
1  0S'C.  738-~8 
101  952  32.:-23  +-,-,, 952 -]0].·2~  ~:.} 7  I'  ::'7  '.  ' 
----·------~---------------~------__;_  ____ _ 
~ ANNEX  VII  (cont.)  ----------------c--- -~  ---l  -------------,-----------~--------·-r·-------_-~.------
SECTOR  AND  HEADING  REFUNDS  INTERVENTIONS  I  TOTALS  1  F)~:~  I  -:_'r;7J 
-------------·-- -·  1  _________  ..( _________  _ 
I  I  i  FISHERIES 
I 
I  ,  1 
I 
I  ' 
~c  I 
Export  refunds  1;.9 3  c'·-10.  81  l  i 
Financial  compensation  an~h~~:r-- _  775  ?:_33·_~7  j  ·-----~----! 
FISHERIES  TOTAL  !J-93  830.81  775  9 33.57  1  1  269  .Sl 11,  .38  I 
--------- j  -----:-------~-------! 
FLAX  AND  HEMP  I  I  i  i 
Export  refunds 
Interventl.ons 
FLAX  AND  HEMP  TOTAL 
SEEDS 
Export  refunds 
Interventions 
SEEDS  TOTAL 
.!!.Qf§. 
PRODUCTS  OUTSIDE  ANNEX  II 
Expo.rt  refunds 
Interventions 
i 
ll 531  601.53  I 
11  531  601.53  ll '5 31 . 6~~-.  52·  --1 
---~  i 
370  753 •  .so  l.  f 
I  ----------+---- ---------- _  _,_ __ -·---· 
370  753.60  I  370  750.  co J 
I  - I 
I  I  23  801  616.72 
0.05 
0 • 1~.7 
0.0'' 
0 ,OJ. 
......  (\t" 
',_·,· 
I 
_  __J 
PRODUCTS  OUTSIDE  I  I 
ANNEXE  II TOTAL  25  801  ISJ.6.72  - 2)  ':01.  0!.6.72  I  O.'J7  I  :!  ,
1
.) 
COMPEN~~T0;;-~~-0-UNTS  - - 11  '~ qq M5  }~--- :;;:;~~.-,;-·r  - 0  ''  ~  • 
TOTALS  ~----l-6-;;;--;:;y~-r~-i"<1Cf31-r-~os·-::~:i:;  -~-;-tr; ·  -z-;rr.~:~:~.  ::~~·  -~--f-----r~~~  :-.~-----r---- -,-,,~-:·:--- --·------·---- '  -;----·----..:._.  ~~-~,;~,:  ·~.:/:  ~-.;__ ~- _:_:_··-~- ~-:::-~'7.  ·~·,-·,··-' :_:.~--- __:..:_ __  '  -· -·:,-:-:r) _  _:::_:. ..  __:.. __  ,  ________  ~  --~-, ~·- ·-: ..  -·~- ,, - .  ---·-
c;;  I.  ')'""  I  ',-,  I  .......  - I  ! 
---rn--r-.cfuiHii-T89--9J5-·537:·34- to  ___ b_e_-c;;;r-;icbt  ~~"i-op-;:L;fioi;-~;-;~l~to-;~;~to  -riiu-ci~:L·i;;x..,.-19~5-··--·--------·  ·-· ·  ·-· ·- -- · ---·- ---
\ 
~ 
~ 
I ANNEX  VIII 
Charges  CQlleated  under  the  commoa  agricultural policy by  sector of  C.O.M.  1 
+  2 
Type  of  charge  and  sector  I  1968  1969  \1970  1971  1972  I 
!  '  ,_ 
a  b  c  d  e  f 
----
Levies:  I 
- Cereals  640  575  550  490  500 
- Milk  products  30  35  25  25  30 
- Pigmeat  45  I  50  35  35  115  I 
- Egss  and  poultry  '.5  I  15  10  5  13 
- Beef  and.  veal  65  I  80  70  25  ::; 
- Rice  6  I 
ll  15  20  20 
- Other sectors  9  10  7  5  4.8 
I 
I 
Total  levies 
I 
810  776  712  6o5  ,,  c  Q_v 
Sugar  contribution  138  109  181.7 
Grand  total  850  714  799-5 
'  --~---
1 
Breakdown  by  sector is approximate  since  two  Member  States have  not  yet  provided details of the  breakdown,of 
charges actually collected. 
2customs duties  on  agricultural products are not  included. 
eo 
~ B.  STATISTICAL  TABLES  AND  FIGURES 
RELATING  TO  THE  GUIDANCE  SECTION ANNEX  I 
APPLICATIONS  FOR  AID  BY  YEAR  AND  MEMBER  STATE  - GUIDANCE  SECTION 
(Years  1964  to 1971) 
1  Projects presented 
I  I  Number  of  Projects finally  Number  of  Number  of  Projects 
Year 
1  Total  ,  projects  presented  ~acceptablf projects  not  accep 
!  :  number  l withdrawa  projects  not  com- ted for  Number  l  t' projeota  •r without '  Total  plying 
1 
laok of 1  I 
l  presented  ·  furta•r  Number  investment  with re- sufficie 
I  object  (in 1000 u.a.)  quirementf!  funds  i 
I  r::;c-:;4  i  226 
TQ  207  142  0.57  69  0  8I  I 
5~{  i 
I  l 
.J...; 
I 
1:965  I 54  2I  133  131  108  23  7  6  97 
! 
I966  495  68  427  378  174  48  I7  I08  254 
' 
1967  303  3I  272  26_5  3.58  I7  12  9I  I52 
I 
96  64::.  26  156  438  I)'68  739  724  714  23 
l  1969  894  64  830  902  501  I4  9  I44  66_3 
1970  862  33  829  1  108  585  14  7  260  548 
1971  1  017  59  958 
I  1  162 307  IB  I  2I6  723 
I  I  4  690  I  391  14  298  4  814  804  219  76  J.  062  2  932  I 
~ 
Projects financed 
Total  I  0  ---
i  t  t  t  ,A~d  granted  j nves  men  1  (  ) 
0  1000  ~  u.a.  1n  u.a.
1 
115  611 
i 
9  056  922  ! 
I 
102 103  117 134 258 
276  266  41  586  875 
143  474  126 039  369 
480  360  I 94  897 375 
681  164  ~60 000 000 
648  03.5  ~59 999  497 
806  8.56  ll-99  943  196 
3  253  869  j?o8  65?  492 
CQ 
CJl GERMANY  BELGIUM 
Year  Number  of  Aid  granted  Number  of  Aid  granted 
projects  (u .a.)  projects  (u.a.) 
1954  9  2  557  635  7  703  751 
1965  21  4  968  976  6  754  985 
1966  59  11  600  152  20  3  279  496 
1967  31  7  239  940  9  2  040  664 
1968  95  26  569  946  45  7  154 359 
1969  l52  45  100  881  69  11  826  499 
1970  148  44  964  169  71  11  665  534 
1971  161  57  122  634  96  12  525  387 
Total  676  200  124  333  323  49  950  675 
- -· ---- -- -- -----
Aid  gran ted  by  EAGGF,  Guidance  Section 
for  the  financing of projects from  1964  to  1971 
FRANCE  ITALY  LUXEMBOURG 
Number  of  Aid  granted  Number  of  Aid  granted  Number  of  Aid  granted 
projects  (u .a.)  projects  (u.a.)  projects  (u.a.) 
10  1  951  487  27  3.069 464  - -
21  3  692  070  40  5  865  889  1  275  000 
33  8  924  174  119  13  771  303  3  899  342 
34  5  ?45  508  59  8  835  445  2  150  600 
65  20  876  853  188  31  989  105  2  813  zoo 
132  35  660  880  249  54  303  638  3  94  550 
114  35  443  459  173  54  265  555  2  374  867 
143  45  073  646  282  67  901  369  7  1  637  790 
552  157  368  077  1  137  240 001  768  20  4  245  849 
ANNEX  II 
NETHERLANDS 
Numb...- of  Aid  granted  Number  of 
projects  (u.a.)  projects 
4  774  585  57 
8  1  577  338  97 
20  3  112  408  254 
17  2  027  212  152 
43  7  493  412  438 
58  13  013  552  663 
40  13  285  913  548 
34  15  682  370  723 
224  56  996  790  2  932 
--- -- -
E.E.C. 
i 
Aid  gran  ted  I 
(u.a.) 
' 
9  056  922 
17 134  258 
41  586 875 
26  039  369 
94  897  375 
160  000  000 
159  999  497 
199  943  196 
708  657  942 
I 
-------
I 
co 
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ANNEX  III 
Breakdown  by  category  of  projects financed 
by  the  Guidance  Section 
Production  structures 
of  which  for: 
land  development 
hydraulic  engineering 
afforestation 
miscellaneous 
Marketing  structures 
of  which  for: 
cereals 
milk products 
meat 
fruit  and  vegetables 
wine 
mliscellaneous 
from  1964  to 1971 
122 
and  irrigation 104 
ll 
188 
14 
92 
32 
54 
28 
30 
Mixed  production/ marketing  structure 
425  million u.a. 
(59-9%  of the  total) 
million u.a. 
million u.a. 
million u.a. 
million u.a. 
251  million u.a. 
(35-5% .of  the  total) 
million u.a. 
million u.a. 
million u.a. 
million u.a. 
million u.a. 
million u.a. 
33  million u.a. 
(4.6% of  the total) - 88-
Breakdown  by  intervention sector 
of aid granted  by  EAGGF,  Guidance  Section, 
between 1964  and  1971 
ANNEX  IV 
Number  of  Total  1964-1971 
Sectors 
Land  and  water  supply  improve-
ment 
Milk  sector 
Viti-vinicultural sector 
Fruit  and  vegetables sector 
Meat  sector 
Olives  and  olive oil sector 
Cereals sector 
Forestry  sector 
Animal  feedingstuffs sector 
Flowers  and  plants sector 
Eggs  and  poultry sector 
Seedlings  and  nursery  sector 
Research  and  information sectol 
Sugar sector 
Fishery sector 
Miscellaneous 
projects 
l  182 
309 
306 
376 
276 
130 
69 
58 
30 
24 
48 
31 
25 
2 
5 
61 
2-932 
~---------r--------~ 
Aid 
318  402 
93  754 
79  968 
60  091 
52  073 
25  734 
16  421 
ll 220 
8  156 
7  797 
5  501 
4  600 
3  658 
780 
l  471 
19  031 
708  657 
% 
45 
13.2 
11.2 
8.5 
7-3 
3-7 
2.3 
1.6 
1.1 
1.1 
0.9 
0.6 
0.5 
0.1 
0.2 
2.7 
100 Regioaal  breakdowa  by  Member  State ef the_projects 
finaaced  by  the  EAGGF,  Guidaace  Secti•a  (1964-1971) 
GERMANY  BELGIUM  FRANCE  ITALY 
Community 
Regioa 
Schles:vig-
Holstein 
Hc:.:r~·ou:-g 
Bre:::-2n 
Niedersachsen 
Nordrhein-
V1.20tf.:tle~ 
:Hesscn 
Rheinland-
Pfalz 
5:::.:1 cn-'dUrt tern-
'J.-,1-.,'Y',,. 
.....  -- -~  -..:> 
Bay ern 
SaD.rland 
Totnl 
I 
Aid  lcommuai ty 
graated,Regioa 
Nord 
19  1 +59  Sud 
186  Bral:lant 
I  581 
40  077 
24  864 
18  585 
18  965 
30  701 
46  419 
286 
200  123  Total 
Aid  IComm'llaity 
graated, Regi••  .r 
Aid  -~ Ccuamuai ty 
_graated  . Regioa 
I  I 
25  103  Region  I  Nord-Ou.est 
19  945  parisienne  l  381  Lombardia 
4  903  Ba.ssin  Nord-Est  parisien  24  230 
EmHia  Nord  4  359  Romagna 
Est  7  357  Centre 
Ouest  40  952  LD.zio 
Sud-Ouest  24  369  Campania 
Centre Est  21  754  Abruzzi-
H0di-f::erranee  32  :166  Ho1i:;e 
Sud 
Sicilia 
Sardegna 
Centro-Lazio 
49  151  Total  1157  368  Total 
J\1\'I':EXE  V 
NETHERLANDS 
1  Aid  I Comm'llai ty 
'graated  I Regioa 
lAid 
!sraated 
I 
:----·---
l  7  346  Hoord  I  17  652 
I 
I 
8  925  Oost  I  ll 373 
44  580  Hest  ! 19  207 
I Zuicl  i  8  735  I  I  31  475 I  I  46  594  1 
I 
21  E-35 
I 
I 
I 
5  835 
I 
I 
I 
10 277  l  I 
50  272 I  !  I 
10  466 i  l 
l  32-D  I  I 
1  077  1  l 
1240  )02 l  T:-tal  j_s6 !67 
QO 
~ 
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ANNEX  VI 
Utilisation of  available appropriations 
Situation as at 31.12.1972  (in u.a.) 
1  i  I  it  t  ai  1a  Appropriations not  commit- ;,.  I Appropriation  Appr.  not  commit  Appropriat  Approp_..  ce- ted,  •  w  c  I  ted  of  which•  ' 
I 
I  entered or  ted carried for- javailable  ;------.---:a=p:-:e-=cTial::.,---.L.--'------~---fiiCl.""l<- 1 
------~~~~·r_e_-_•n_t_e_r_e_d  __  i~w-ar_d_b_y_c_o_un_c_il_+
1
. ______  +
1
-p_r_o_j_•_ct_s  __  +--~~·ur~r~~·o~a~•-~--can_c_e_l_le_d_~~~~-=-~_a_~o_u_n_~_f-+i!lii 
'!1965  budget 
1964  II  9.0'j7  OGO  - 9  057 coo  9  056  922(I)  - 78  -
i 1965  16  617  coo  - l  16  617  coo  - I  - l  16  617  000  I  - 1  '  ·-----------4--------------r--------r-----------~----------+----------~-----------1 
~otal  __  _j·_  25  6'14  000  _  ---------~  25  674  000  9 056  922  !  - 16  617  078  '·--------11 
! 1966 bullg•t  1  1  1  -f  l 
11965  I 16  617  000  i'  517  440  17  134  440  I7 134  258 (
2
)  - I  192  - i 
1966 ----- 5'-'  s61  ooo  - sa  561  ooo  - J 5e  561  ooo  1  -
75.178 coo  517 440  - !  58  )61  192  - ! 
I
.  1967 budget  ---1-----.--f--- -----~
1  1966  51\  303  coo  I  270  676  5 .ooo .oooi~~  901  8  ooo  ooo 
1967  I  80.040 000  _  50.000  000  30  040  000  _  1  I  Total  I34  3/r}  000  270  676  55  000  000  _I  30  040 ~  ~~~~~-! 
1
1968  budget  (
6
) 1:  I 
1966  _  e 000  000(8)  _  I  _ 
1967  30  Ot\0  000  4  000  000(  )  - 631 
1
1968  i  123  11~0  000  24.000.000 !01  65  227  524  II7 809 
Total  j 153  ~00 000  36.000.000  l 65  227.524  I  II8  1\~0  j 
1969 budget 
1968 
1969 
Total 
1970 budget 
t 1968 
l
l969 
1970 
Total 
I 
65  227  524  3  931  2'i3(I2)1.32 003  -/! 
?8'.  ooo  ooo  37  969.1\B6(It,)  238  557  677  -
~---+------~--~----~----+----r----·1 
350  227  524  41  900  739  239  Il39  680  -
I 
I  ------~~ 
I  ITs) 
632  oo3  632  003  - (  )I  <120  79R·  ··1  -=- ·1  -:.  '! 
~"\9  ~~.7  677  233  557  677  . I5I  527  r63 
16  1  2  2.1:::>  3or1i!l  81\  799  419  1  - , 
l  2P,5  000 000  i  290  coo  000  '  - ;  39  /1118  I2~  J  ?.45  53I  098  I  2l)  777  ; 
I'-52-~-1P-.19  __  6_80-+----------1-5-2_4_I8_9_68-0-+I5I 527.163  I  42  3II 223  330  330  5I7  ,~---~-i 
1971  budget  ~ 
1969  P..1  799  418  - 84  799  4I9  - (T9)  - (20,  8~  ·r'J9  liifl I  ___ .-,·,  -,~,r  '
1
, 
1970  245  53I  099  20  777  245  551876  I59  999 497- I  746.326(21 (!  33  751  5'.2  •  _ 
1
1971  427  500  000  - 427  500  000  - 37  491.812  )I  j36.000 000  I  1\  002  I(:[j  i 
. Total  7)7 880  5I7  1  20.777  757  8ji 294  I 59  999  497 
1  39  238.138  55:1  5)I  O'jO  4  06"  yo J 
r  ~:6: budget,  h•l  799  4I8  - ~•43  ..  779591  ..  ~8·5128  l'·  .  f:!.I  I';·4.2l'i '"  ;oo  >0> ji 
1970  83  1\28  8>12(  <  323.000  ,, 
1971  18,;  936  ooo 
2
"  623  097  res  609  097 
1972  -~no I70 000  I69 450  184  279  629  I84 
1973  '  325  000  000  - 325  000  000 
-;::~-:;-~rg·  --------+--c:-"e  __  7  __  8_9_"~-.-r-J!---------1;---------T  -----~ ------- .;  Total  , 7""  J.,f,  _,00  I70 405  281  • •  • . 
Total  amount  of  appropriatio_ns  c_ommitted up  to  31.12.1972 
of  which  projects 
special purpos11 
See  footnotes  on  next  page. 
932  931  619-78 
700 65?  441.78 
224.274 178 Footnotes  to  Table  in  Annex  VI 
The  amounts  shown  in  the  attached  table  concern: 
(l)  57  projects for  the year 1964.  Commission  Decision of 14.10.1965. 
(2)  97 projects for  the  year 1965.  Commission  Decision of 19.7.1966. 
(3)  254  projects for  the  year 1966.  Commission  Decision  of  27-7-1967. 
(4)  29  projects concerning  repair  of  damage  caused  by  the  flooding  in 
Italy.  Reg.  206)66.  Commission  Decision  of  2.10.1967. 
(5)  5  million u.a.  idem  (4)~ 
45  million u.a.  for  Italy in respect  of  the fruit  and  vegetables 
sector,  and  oliv~and olive oil sector  (Art.  4  of  Reg.  130/66); 
Commission  Decision  of  5.7.1967. 
(6)  8  million u.a.  for  Italy in respect  of  the olives and  olive oil 
sector  (Art.  13  of  Reg.  130/68).  Commission  Decision  of  29.2.1968; 
(7)  152  projects for  the  year 1967.  Commission  Decision  of 15.3.1968. 
(8)  Surveys  of  the  structure of agricultural holdings,  under  Reg. 
70/66/EEC.  Commission  Decision  of 18.12.1968. 
(9)  161  projects for  the  year 1968  (Part  I).  Commission  Decision  of 
18.12.1968. 
(10)  4  million u.a.  idem  (8): 
20 million u.a.  for  Italy in  respect  of  the  fruit  and  vegetables 
sector for  the  1966/67 accounting period  (Art  12(4)  of  Reg. 
159/66/EEC).  Commission  Decision of 16.10.1968. 
(ll)  277 projects for  the  year 1968  (Parts  Ia  and  II). Commission 
Decision of  5.2.1969  and  23.7.1969. 
(12)  3  043  253  u.a.  for  Italy as  refund  of  expenditure  incurred  to 
repair damage  caused  by African  swine  fever  in 1967  (Reg.  349/68). 
Commission  Decision  of  29.4.1969. 
888  000 u.a.  for  pig population surveys  carried  out  by  Member 
States  (Reg.  350/68). 
Commission  Decisions  of 1?.?.1969  and  11.11.1969. 
(13)  34  projects  for  the  year 1969  (Part  I).  Commission  Decision  of 
29.10.1969. -q:J_-
Footnotes  to  Table  in Annex  VI  (cont.) 
(14)  22  969  486  u.a.  for  Italy in respect  of  the  fruit  and  vegetables 
sector for  the 1967/68  accounting period  (Art.  12(4)  of  Reg. 
159/66/EEC).  Commission Decision  of  22.12.1969. 
15  000  000 u.a.  for  Italy in respect  of  the raw 
tobacco  sector (Art.  12(1)  of  Reg.  130/66/EEC).  Commission  Deci-
sion  of  22.12.1969. 
(15)  200  000 u.a.  for  Germany  as  refund  for  the  fruit  and  vegetable 
aid  granted  to  producers'  organisations during  the  years 1967  and 
1968  (Art.  12(3)  of  Reg.  159/66/EEC).  Commission Decision  of 
21.12.1970. 
312  000  u.a.  for  pig population  surveys  carried  out  by  Italy 
(Reg.  350/68).  Commission  Decision  of 16.2.1970. 
108  798  u.a.  for  Italy as  refund  for  expenditure  on  swine  fever 
research  (Reg.  349/68).  Commission  Decision  of  3.12.197-0. 
(16)  629  projects for  the  year 1969  (Part  II,  III and  IV). 
Commission  Decisions  of  2.3.1970,  1.7.1970 and  27.10.1970. 
(17)  l  042  301  u.a.  idem  (15)  lst indent. 
1  200  000 u.a.  for  pig population  surveys carried out  by  Member 
States  (Reg.  350/68).  Commission  Decision of  4.6.1970  and 
4.12.1970. 
(18)  7-5 million u.a.  for  the  Grand  Duchy  of  Luxembourg  to  carry 
out  measures  to  achieve full  integration of  Luxembourg  agriculture 
into  the  comm6~ market  (Reg.  541/70).  Commission  Decision of 
12.10.1970. 
31  948  124 u.a.  for  Italy in  respect  of  the fruit  and  vegetables 
sector for  the  period 1968/69  {Art.  12(4)  of  Reg.  159/66/EEC). 
Commission  Decision  of  22.12.1970. 
(19)  766 projects for  the  year 1970  (Part  I,  II and  III).  Commission 
Decisions of 10.3.1971,  12.7.1971  and  22.12.1971. 
(20)  1  200  000 u.a.  for pig population  surveys carried out  by  Member 
States  (Reg.  350/68).  Commission  Decisions of 14.6.1971  and 
(21) 
1 7 .12 .19  71. 
546  326 u.a.  for  Germany  as  a  refund  for aid  granted  to  fruit  and 
vegetable  producers'  organisations during  the  year 1969 
(Art.  12(3)  of  Reg.  159/66/EEC).  Commission  Decision of  21.12.1971. 
24  773  340 u.a.  paid  to  Member  States: 
(Germany  14  255  500  u .a.; 
Belgium  2  065  930  u .a.; 
France  7  216  577  u .a.; 
Luxembourg  91  993  u .a.; 
Netherlands  l  153  350 u.a.  ) 
as  refund  of  premiums  paid  in  1970 for  slaughtering  cows  and  with-
holding  of  milk  and  diary products  from  the  market. 
(Reg.  no.  1975/69).  Commission  Decisions  of  17.12.1971  and 
22.12.1971. 
336  543  u.a.  for  Germany  as  refund  of  premiums  paid  in 1970 for 
the  grubbing  of  fruit  trees  (Reg.  no.  2517/69).  Commission  Decision 
of  21.12.1971-. ' 
) 
-H-
Footnotes  to  Table  in  Annex  VI  (cont.) 
(22) 
(23) 
12  381  929 u.a.  for  Italy in  respect  of  the  fruit  and  vegetables 
sector under  the  period  "2nd  half  of  1969  (Art  12(4)  Reg.  159/66/EEC. 
Commission  Decision  of  21.12.1971. 
projects for  the year  1971  (Parts  I,  II and  III). Commission 
Decisions  of  21.6.1972,  20.7.1972  and  22.12.1972-
l  505  344 u.a.  for  Germany,  as additional  refund  of  premiums  paid 
in  1970 for  slaughtering  cows  and  withholding of  milk  and  dairy 
products  from  the  market  (Reg.  no.  1975/69).  Commission  Decision 
of 18.7.1972. 
2  557  015  u.a.  paid  by  Member  States as  refund  of  premiums  paid  in 
1970 for  the  grubbing  of fruit  trees  (Reg.  no.  2517/69),  of  which 
1  206  285  u.a.  for  Belgium  (Commission  Decision  of 18.7.1972); 
1  156  813 u.a.  for  the  Netherlands  (Commission  Decision  of 
22.12.1972);  193-936 u.a.  for  France  (Commission  Decision  of 
22.11.1972)  relating  to  371  855 u.a.,  the balance of 177  919 u.a. 
having  been  charged  against  the  financial  year 1972  (see  footnote 
no.  24). 
390  903 u.a.  for  Italy as  refund  of  aid granted  in 1970 to  fruit 
and  vegetables  producers'  organisations  (Art.  12(3)  of  Reg. 
159/66/EEC).  Commission  Decision  of 18.7.1972. 
(24)  4  833  539 u.a.  paid  to  Member  States as  refund  of  premiums  paid  in 
1971  for  the  grubbing  of fruit  trees  (Reg.  2517/69): 
4  806  544  u.a.  to  Germany  (Commission  Decision  of  22.12.1972); 
26  995  u.a.  to  Luxembourg  (Commission  Decision  of  22.11.1972). 
177  919  u.a.  for  France,  relating  to  the  payment  of  371  855  u.a. 
grubbing  premiums  1970  (see  footnote  23). 
359  358  u.a.  to  Member  States as  refund  of  premiums  paid  in 1971 
for  slaughtering  cows  and  withholding  of milk  and  milk  products 
from  the  market  (Reg.  no.  1975/69): 
i.e. to  Belgium  :  336  846 u.a.  (Commission  Decision  of  22.11.1972) 
to  Luxembourg:  22  512  u.a.  (Commission  Decision  of  22.11.1972). 
(25)  This  figure  corresponds  to  appropriations  cancelled by  the  end  of 
financial year 1972  except  for  56  804 u.a.,  representing  the  un-
committed  balance of the  amount  of  200 million u.a.  intended  for 
financing  1971 projects. 
(26)  includes  438  384 300 u.a.  reserved  agaiRst  the  years 1969 to  1972 
for  financing  common  measures  within  the  meaning  of Article  8  of 
Reg.  729/70. ~ 
PAYMENTS  MADE  AND  APPROPRIATIONS  '00  EE  CARRIED  roRWARD  (in u,a,) 
In  respect  of 
(Position  as at  }1.12,19?2) 
Pa,yments 
made  up  to 
31.12,1972 
9  o~<J  922 
17  134  2)e, 
t!I  ::;.n,(,[J7') 
IO  OCO  000 
7  ~04 839 
II  937  OC9 
r-~--~----------------------------~------~1  ___ _  ! - ":1  pro~ecta for  the year 1964 
I;-J6 
I957 
I965 
lSC9 
I970 
rnr 
!972 
i 
J  - q7  oroJeds  for  the :rear 1965 
I 
-254  projects for  the ,vear  19-?6 
- 29  ;Jrojeets  "ruON"  Ita.l,y 
I -fruit !l.nd  Vef"etablea,  olives and  ahve oil sectors Italy 
I 
(Art.  4  Re~~:.  no.  130/66) 
- 15:?  projects for  the year 1967 
I  -151  proJects for -the  .vear  1968  !Part  I) 
- fl1l:vey  structure  a{'Ti.cultural  holdings  (Rep:.  70/66) 
- ollves,  olive oil seotor Italy  lto.rt  13  Reg,  130/66) 
- frl:it/vep-etables sector Italy,  period  1966/67 
I Art.  1214)  Retr.  1~9/il6) 
- 217  projects for  the  vea.r  191)8  1Parts Ia and II) 
- 3/,  oro~ects for  the  ;rear  1969  !Part I) 
- renaJ.r  for damape  ewine  fever  196?  Italy  I Her:.  340/6E) 
- s•Jrvey  oiP.  pO~lUlation  (lleP..  350/68) 
- fruit/•reP'et.tthles  ~ector !taly,  period 1967/68 
I  ~rt.  12r.n  Fe,..  1~9/;il) 
- •l"lrlHin'\~act•lred tobacco  sector Ital..v  (Art.  1211)  Reo:r,  130/6{:.) 
- (;?:Cj  projects for the  y~ar 1969  (Pf!I'ta I!1  III and  IV) 
- snrve;v- .-.i<r  population  IRe~;.  350/68) 
- i"l'Sf:''I'atlon  !.I·Yf':mhour~r  ir,to  Common  ~la:rket- IJrnnd  Duchy 
(~e···  541/70) 
-refund Italy  resear~h e;qJe'ldlt•Jre  stri"le fever 
IHeg.  340/68) 
_  -~f',.,.;  n"l'M""':',  o-irl  -"n  <r'l"r'>"PB  of  fT"•it  n'ld  '.~"'!"-1::0;...~~· 
r'rOdl,Cer"- 1967  and  191'i8  (Art.  12(3) Reg,  159/66) 
- roaymer.t  Tta1;.·,  for fruit  and  Ve<"etables  sector· 
19,:;p./1o.<;q  p~rtnrl  (~.rt,  12(4)  Re.o:.  159/66) 
- ~t.R  nro·<>cts  for  the year  1070  IPa.rts  I,  IT  and  III) 
- SlH'VP."  nf  "'i':" !lormlation  IRep..  350/68) 
- refi"Hl  "1e:rrnany  aid to  frni t  and  vegetable ')reducers'  Or("ani-
"~tJo.,s in 1969  (Art,  1213)  Reg,  l'i9/6fi) 
- ref"nd to Member  <)htee of  premli1111S  !'aid i"l 19!0  for 
sla\ll?l'lterinP'  cows  A.n4  wi tftholdin...: milk  and  milk  products 
from  the Jl!arket  (Reg,  1975/69) 
- ref•,.,-1  nerrnan:r  of premiums  pald  l"l  1970  for  r,rttbbinp- fruit 
treP:J  !peP',  2517/69) 
- "~"Tmlnt  Italcr for the fr·it  !!'".d  veretables  sector- period 
"2nd  ha.1f  19ti9i'  (.ltrt.  121~)  ReP'.  l59/ll6) 
- 723  orojeeb for  th'}  :"e~otr  1971  (Parts  r,  H  and  III) 
- ref'·•rd  of nreMi"m.\:'  paid  in  1970  for alaugh";ering cows  and 
~11d milk  prodncts  f11o•n  the  market 
- ~-lem  1971  ;c:enn~· 1  Luxembourg-) 
- refv-;a  !tal;·  a.id to fr--lit  aDd  '!e.:=;etable  prod-.;cers'  organisa-
tio~s 1970  (Art.  30(2}  Re~;.  1035/72) 
j  !  TOTAL 
4':,  ~0 ('00 
c;;  0.)1  ~,·':? 
jt:  Ill,  667 
R  u:r,  ClC'O 
e.  coo  000 
20  ooo  ceo 
1•:!.'1 
(.  ~7 
2:'.3 
oco 
?2  9UJ  436 
r:.  ceo  oc:o 
rsr  5':?.7  I"lj 
r  JI2  r;oo 
7  ~.f.O  ()CO 
rr::.  7'?~ 
I  2.::2  30! 
)I 948  124 
!59 999  1)97 
I  200  000 
5ti6  220 
24  773  340 
3~5  543 
!2  ~OI 929 
! 
199  9.13  It.5, 78 
I  ~05  31i4 
f  359  358 
1  2  734  934 
{,  3.:-3  ).39 
390  903 
932  93I 6I9.78 
I  l  ,\PPROPRIATIONS  ROT  COMMITTED 
I  I  APPROPRIATIONS  TO  BE  CARRIED  FORWARD  I 
2.-:  rn0  33r;,;.o 
7  ~-59  ~60 
1:.5  OOQ  000 
n  o7::;  r);.~ 
I<l  63:  T'? 
7  )07  71',3 
8  oco  ceo 
::-o  c;ca  o.:.o 
?C  22~ I?9 
~ rnr  129 
j  Cl!  ':  ?.·;~ 
s~."  coo 
22  ')G9  ,~ ji 
IS  Ol!(l  or.o 
36  r.>"  "i.'l 
I  )l2  CY)Q 
1  ~OG ('.QU 
"ZC'(  f"'lf,'.t;!l 
I  2t;2  30! 
JI 9tt8  I24 
IB  265  II9 
I  20C  f'OO 
~""''  )::':~ 
2:4  ?73  )40 
)36  5-i3 
!2  JSI  929 
479  357  ~44 
I  505  3!,4 
359  3.58 
2.73e  934 
4  83.3  5:.9 
390  903 
J7I  3116  JI7.e8 
Appropriations 
cancelled 
I  268  930 
:..  !66  720 
I  Ol'-1  46! 
I  038  ODO 
2!4  273 
24  729 
692  2:52 
99  5)2 
173  495 
I 
I 
I 
a 525  442(!)  1 
153  ~03 
I67  t53 
6.203  OS? 
2fJ7  ']87 
2J:  734 
56  )20 
I')!l  92:7 
49  4!8 
9C  007 
!30  4-!6 
7  Lr.)I  327(2) 
(See  foct:1.otes  on  folloHing  pD.{;e) 
Appropria.tio"ls  to  :·c  carried for•!E'J'd 
I 
I 
automatic  I  Coooi\·;;:::::1, 
II 823  305 
I9  397  '290 
40  )00 0?0 
5  ?32  290 
II5 lOB  213 
823  06 
I  w  60=  963 
I 
I  I  199  453  OIJ}, 3t, 
t 
533  431l  7£.8.40 
I 
I  ::!J."~  .' l3 
<.>  •  J~  ~. 
I 
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12  n: ·.<~.::.;c  ! 
(;;-:-8;-;~  I 
)  js33 434  748.4o  ~2~,7)('1)).50  l 
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Footnotes  to  Annex  VII 
(l)  of  which 
(2)  of  which 
5  096  733 u.a.  relating to  36 projects abandoned 
by  beneficiaries. 
l  647  018  u.a.  relating to  106 projects  and  21  sub-
projects completed,  where  actual costs 
less than  estimated. 
682  832 u.a.  relating to  4  considerably modified 
projects requiring adjustment  of decision; 
cost  of  modified  projects less than 
initial estimates  and  aid  fixed  at  an 
amount  below  that  provided  for  in initial 
decision. 
406  567 u.a.  relating to  6  projects not  carried out 
in accordance  with  the  decision  to  grant 
aid. 
692  252  u.a.  relating to  survey  of  structure of 
agricultural holdings. 
5  858  998  u.a.  relating  to  40 projects abandoned  by 
beneficiaries. 
800  682  u.a.  relating to  18  completed  projects  where 
actual  costs less than  estimates 
691  647 u.a.  relating to  9  projects not  carried  out 
in accordance  with  decision to grant 
aid. -96-
Annex  VIII 
PosJ_tion  ;:;_,s  :J_.t  31.12.  72  of  c;_id  :·;rtJntcd  t.o  project;-)  fo~" th'2  year  1964 
!.\ember  AlJpropriat ions  nommittec  No.  of'  NumbE'r  of  Aiel  ·;iven  Aiel  cancelled 
Stats 
n:;:·o,iect s  projects whicr  in u.r::: .•  in u.a. 
No.  c;;'  Amow1ts  completed  will not  be 
projects  u.a.  ca.rr-i ed  out 
--
G  e  rmct...YlJT  9  2  557  635  9  - 2  477 091  80  544 
B,o:l.~·ium  7  703  751  7  - 700  945  2.806 
France  IO  I  951  487  7  3  I  239  610  711-877 
Jtply  27  3  069  464  22  5  2  402  608  666.856 
Luxembou  r,"·  -·  - - - - -
n  8therlands  4  774  535  4  - 774  525  -
TOTAL  57  9  056.922  49  8  7  594  639  I  462  0133 / 
ANNEX  IX 
E.A.G.G.F.,  Guidance  Sectio~ 
Position as  at 31.12.7?_ of aid granted for projects for the  year_1965 
Appropriations  commictec  l'T')
0  o:r  Number  of pro- Aid  given  Aid  cencelJ.ec1  A~propriations to be 
Member  p:r.··ojects  jects which  in 11.a.  or  to be'  ca.::-ried  fo:rvm.rd  to <1973 
State  No.  of  .Amounts  completed  will not  be  cannel led  -- I  --
projects  carried  o.ut  in u.a  .•  ~  N'o.  o-r  fullOU~ts  u.-~  .•  i  I 
I  projects  u.a.  I 
~  ! 
JGerme.ny  2I  4  968  976  I8  I  4 225  989  536  894  2  206  093 
Bel::;iwn  6  754 .. 985  6  - 754  467  518  - -
France  2I  3  692  070  I4  4  2  403.982  683  680  3·  604  403 
Italy  40  5 865  889  I8  I4  2.750  293  '2  II2  784  8  I  002  8I2 
Luxernbour~·  - 275  ')')0  I  - 275  000  - -
I 
-
Netherl?nC:s  I  8  I  577  338  e  - I  577-338  - - -
~TAL  I 
'  I  fH3  .313  97  I7  I34  258  65  I9  II 987  069  3  ..  333  876  I3  j  J 
The  13  projects Xor the year 1965,  for which  2  second application loras  presented to  ca~ory :fonw.rd  approprj_ations,  consist  o"' 
- 6 projects  compl-eted  as  at 31.12.  72 but  in .respect  of which late presentation  of the  application for  payment,  or the need 
to  ohta.in further  infor:..ma+.ion,  prevented  effective  pa;yment  beine; made. 
- 3  projects '.oJhich  met  with u11expected· -t·echnical  <Hfficulties. 
- 3  projects whJ.ch  obtainod  only belated authorisation by local  authorities-. 
- l  project  which  wa.s  substant1ally modified. 
\0 
--l 
I Member 
Sts.te 
I 
l 
A.  Year  1966 
Gcrtn2.11y 
Bel ~ium 
ANNEX  X 
E.A.G.-G.F.,  Guidance  o_e_ction 
Position as  ;od  31.12.72 of aid  "'ranted to projects for the year 1266  and to  lliOH_]Jrojects 
Committoa: appropriation 
!Number  of  .Amount 
j  projects  ll. • a. 
I  I  59  II  600  I52  I 
20  3  279  496 
33  8  924  174 
II9  I3  77I  303  I 
NumbPr  of  Number  of 
completed  pl'Ojects which 
projects  will not  be 
carried  out 
42  2 
I5  I 
I6  2 
39  33 
I 
I 
I 
! 
Aid  paic'l 
u.a. 
8  Brr~  4?8 .50 
2  8II  I29 
5 090  879 
4  ::198  762 
I 
I Aid  cencellccl.  l  or to be 
cancel  . .L cd 
I 
I 
i 
u.n. 
I  361.034 
I35  I66 
686  035 
5 041  454 
App!.'opriation::;  to  be  l 
I 
carried fonrard  to  19 73  ! 
!1Turnber  of I 
.Ar;1oru1t s ---~ 
'  prcj-sctf:  I 
I 
I 
I5 
i 
4 
I  4'{ 
I5 
1J". e,. 
: 
~ 
i 
·--~ 
I 
9  so 1 
I 
"  ) 
7 
I 
3  I  899  342  !  2  I  - 806  592  I  42  969  !  I  I  49  7·JI  I 
~-~~her  lands  20  I 3  II2  408  !  I5  I  2  2  568  5t1.6  !  73  862  l  3  :  4 70  c:~~----1 
I TOTAT,  l  204  l4r 586  875  I  129  I  40  , u  r9o  336.  'iO I  1  340  520  1  85  I  ro  056 om.so i 
1·";:·;; 0 ~::::~--,=~~;;=--~-r~~-~~~-~~~~~~r---~;;·~~~r-=~~~-:-··-=-·r-~~;:;~;;~~~~i-~;-;;;·;;~~-~~~~=-;~~~~-r-~~~:-:;~--~1 
I  llJON  I  I  1  ; 
~.___  - 1  -------· 
The  85  projects  :for the  yeEu·  1966,  for 1rrhich  an  8.ppJ.ication to  carry forHc.rcl  appropric:dirms"cms  presented,  consist  of  : 
- 36  Ploojec'ts  1.-Jhich  VJere  completed  n_t  31.12.  72  llut  m  respect  of  l:Jhich late submission  of the  a-pplication  f01  pc~TJ!lPnt,  or-
the need.  to  obt2.in further  information  provent'ed  effective  payment  bein·_;  made. 
- Hl  nrojE'cts  we'~e delayed  011inc:·  tc financial  difficulties often  arisin:~ from  delays  in  sdtlin.-; national  su1)sidic-s. 
- 21.  pr·ojPcts  delayed  01viw~ to teclmical difficulties. 
-10 projects rvere  more  or  l.Gss  subst:mtially r:wdified;  fot certain projGcts,  the Decision requires  e,.rJcndmcnt,  for  r;-thc;rs  fv:-thsr 
inform::1.tion  is ner:'ded  to !Wcertain the  extent  of modification. 
-a 
co 
I 1964  - 71  I 
708.657·441-78 
I  1912 
I  GRAND  TOTAL  708  657  441.78 
218,903  367  i  150.194.658,941  215.779.-81!2 
5.370 816  ( 6) I  5. 370,616 
224.274.17!!  1150.194.658,94  221p5o,658 
ANNEX  XI 
'-0 
'-0 .AlifNEX  XII 
PayY!cnts  mc,dc  -in -1972  for  individuc;J.  l)rojects 
I  l;•'.:J~  ! GEl11jAiiJY  :S~LGITJl\T  F11lU!CEI  ~  I'I'ALY  LlJXEI.illOlJHC'  : JT;::;"!:'I:G,;~LJJill~·r-- 1'CTAL -----l 
f  l  ----- -;·----- -~  .  I  I  I 
1  I  !  ! 
I  lQi)ll  I  I  I  Q77  .!'08  I  '  t  e-n  /·:c'  ' 
./  t  •  _.,  '  '  t  .  I  J 
i  FiG5  I  'J37  334  I  15  149  69  943  I!  547  313  l  I  I 1  ~6')  ~12/) 
I 
19G6 
I 
l. 
I  lS!67  4!)6.829 
l 
l 
l9G·3  3(11  ..  371 
ly6()  I  3  578  173 
! 
I  bin  ei;  2 
1969  I  235  255 
i 
I 
l)i)9  2,3,/1.  7  3:l.7  352 
I  1970  1  10, 243  937 
1971 
I 
i 
I  21) r  ?51  268  l 
I 
L --- ------------
90  831  j  1. 346  067  1  280  015  !  212  031  I  282, 500  I  Ll- 5-~12,  ~ Sl 
383  636  113  765  1  342  983 
738  283  674  113  l  919  023 
260  723  353  339  1  973  1!25 
103  763  627  061  283  033 
2.  075  513  4  634  986  L037. 543 
1  336.299  4  4.23.  419 
I 
351  102,60  12~:., 254 .e4 
I 
5  355  299~60  112,371  5_07.84  9  630  7Li8 
I  I  I  197 -5~i7 
I 
J 
I 
I 
.q66.817 
800  000  L2LJ5  075 
; 
69  300  1  Ll-565,335 
11 511567 
l  I  '  I 
I  I  11  081  331  I  s  ,36e  ,.8·31 
-
2  !; <],;  ('('<) 
It  l  .:::()  ;:-:  •)  ; ,.._ .J"·-·  ....... ..._ 
8  2lL 235 
1- 2!iS'  112 
20r070r0?9 
17  515.282 
L
17C'i,,  "-\"-;7  /]11  ; 
,  ·  .-'  ·  .  ...-.  I  ·..t  ,-,  l 
I 
----------1 
I 
61  059  035  _:1,t:. 
- <:> 
<:> 
I AlfJ'~-.sX  XIII 
Pavment s  mEed£?.  in. ).97?  for . srcc:. cJ . mcarmrs!3  broken d.mn1.  hy rlember. State 
f-------·---1  G'.::RJ.!JJTY  B:SLGI-UII  FrUJ~CE  ITALY  !  LLTX:;I::SOURC  HT::TI:L2i.Lfli~S  _ 
r·c:~ n  206/66  I  3.150  379 
;:>.Jil"C  .PSV'JT  I  26  97!.44 
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1 6~"  " .  ~ . - '  ' .  '+  I  ~  .  I 
Aij  to  ~rouus of  I  390  903  I  l 
-crocluccrs 
·, ---t  12  ( ) )  .-.. ,  .  11'- \.)  _,'._,  • 
~~~~  ~Rt  o·rin ·  of  I  I  505  344  336  846  - 22  5I2 
co·.;s  ;'~J''.  FJ75/69  ! 
I 
Grubbin·:  of  £'rt1.it 
1
1  4  806  544  I  206  266  37I 855  26  995  I  I56  8I3 
trees  ~  ,,  25'7/69 
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Plfl'r8X  XIV 
Am_c:_l.J!1:~.?- _c_0_}'1T:J.i:Lt~c!:.._~~ .J?.2)'21J.t?..!li:..~. made  folo  indi  viclna~._?.~:?-'-li?.C  ..  :t..~  ..  ;":.s  .. _a.!. .  .l.~.•  ..  \?.~.7A 
I  'rOTAL  r:a.;nMAllY 
I 
9  056  922  2  577  635 
7 594  839  2  4  77  091 
.  17  134  258  4  968  976 
'  II 987  069  4  225  989 
41  586  875  I  II 600  I52 
i. 24  190  336. 5  8  814  428.5 
i  25  039  ?.(,9  7  239  91'10  I  I3  975  056  4  D7 053 
I  94  897  375  26  569  9·16 
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I60  000  000  45  roo  88I 
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L!79  357,44  -
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--- ------·-- I 
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2. 
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"-
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2,; 
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-' 
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! 
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illTJ'H~X  XV 
.:102_1~2,~-~~1i  tt  c_d  and  ')a~rrncnt s  made  for  SJ?2_Ci8,l  !T\('),::ts~::..c::.~-~.s  c'.t  ~l.• l?__ili 
~~_; I  TOTAL.  m~m~.AJ'TY  BEwnnr  FIU\NCE  ITALY  ~u:c:r1Bourw  I  JJI~TH~x~LJ\Jms l  tn·~usED  -~ 
<----+-~-- l  I  l  _, 
1966 !Commitments 
Pct;;mcnts 
1967 
13  000  000 
l3 000  000 
5/f  000  000  l  622  628  25 6  602 
13  000  000 
13  000  000 
l 
11960 
Commitments 
Pccznnents 
Cor.Jmitments 
P:o~;,nnent s 
51  OGG  499  l  622  628  256  602 
28  552  051  512  720  37  290  2  350  644 
27  858  971  512  720  37  290  2  350  644 
••  I 
51  839  976 
48  903  475 
24  915  105 
24  914  277 
11  8'.)8 
ll 898 
G 750 
6 750 
I 
I 
I 
19 (9 I  Commi tmcnt s 
Pc  .. :J111rJntc 
1970  Commitmcrts 
Pc\)'C:F:mt s 
40  211  737  1  355  021  37  290  337  950 I 
40  211  707  1  355  021  37  290  337  950 
38  437  !;.86 
38  /t"j 7  {i 06 
6 750 
6 750 
I  1 
~l  248  621  913  217  37  290  337  950 I  32  416  l2t~  7  506 750  I 
41  24G  621  913  217  37  290  337  950  32 416 124  7  506  750  I 
1971 j Cor18it ,;.::mts  41  090  90~  16 04.3  21~  3  272  196  7  410  513  12 772  832  ~l  9~33 
1  ; Pc_;>nncnts  f:J.  090 90j  16 043  21D  3  272  1915  7  410  513  12 772  832  01  9,33 
l  l 
263  2~J6  ,.,  ,-~) 
.c.U  ... J  096 
37  ::.:::o 
37  290 
37  290 
37  ~yO 
37  C:)O 
37  290 
2  310  163 
2  310  16.3 
Pc:;,mvcnts  s  370  e16  4  eo6 5lf4  336  846  177  919  49  so1  .  1 
692  252 
I, )  \.l 
l 1 n721Comrtti.tments  5  370 Dl6  4  E06  5.;4  336  246  177  919  I  <:t9  507  j  1 
TOrr!'\.L-~ Co-"~itments  224  274  178  25  253  346  _3  917  514  10  614  976  173  381  523  7  663  638  2  6<;0  929  ~-6r-;?:-__, ---, 
P2~n:1Gnts  220  GJ9  597  25  253  3.(c6  3  977  514  10  614  976  170  :~99  194  7  663  638  2  690  929 
'  .  _J____  ----
252 
(:'.)--Unused· ·bc:.2ance  of the  8 million u.-a.  comrnittecl  for  Purvey of t.he  structure of  ar;-ricuJ:tm:·eJ.  holdin·,:s 
- Q 
~ 
I ANNEX  XVI  in u.a. 
Amoun~s cormni_ttcd  and  payments  mc,de  for the various  specia,l  rnectsures  as  at 31.12.72 by Member  State 
1. Floodin1 Italv 
jl  206/66  " 
2.  Olives  and  oJ.ive  oil 
sectol" 
Art.  l3 He ..•  130/68 
3.  Fruit  aud  Ve· •  encl 
olive oil  sectors 
Art  4  l'o.·•  1 '0(\/66  ~  If  .. l,_  •  -J 
~,  Structc:.re  surv.c;ys 
He~. 70/66 
5. Prnit  c:::1rl  Vs~··  soctor 
Art.  12(4)  :)P"'•  159/66 
6.  AfTicar:  sr.rine  feV8l" 
:-:e·:.  3LJ9/68 
7.  Survoy  pi:;  popul.2.tion 
Rs~. 350/68 
Commitments 
Pe.yments 
Commitments 
Paz'111ents 
Commitment::; 
PFI,;_,'lllents 
Commitments 
Payments 
8.  UnmenufactuTec~ -toba.cco sec- Commitments 
tor,  Art.l2(l)  Reo;.l30/66  Payments 
9.  Proc.ucp~~ or:;·enisat ions 
Art.  12  .  ~;.  l59/66 
lO,  Inteo.TP  .. tion  of  Luxembour:; 
a''ricul  ture 
R~,::::.  541/70 
ll. Slau·"hterin"'  o::·  co1·1S 
Re", ~1975/69 
l2.  Grubbin~; of trees 
ne-:;.  2517/69 
TOTAL 
" 
Commitments 
Pe"~7Jl1ents 
Commitments 
Pe_~'T!l:ents 
Commitments 
"'Pa;yrwcnt o 
l---~~--·-\~~-·---
Germany  Be1c:;ium  France  Ito.1y  LuxemlJom'".'  I'TGther1 
'  i 
8  000  000 
7  307  748 
87  299  539 
87  299  539 
3  152  051 
3  151  222.94 
3  600  000 
3  600  000 
15  000  000 
15  000 000 
1  788  S27 
1  788  627 
7  500  000 
7  500  000 
26  638  042 
26  6JC3  042 
I 
1  622  628 
1  622  620 
938  160 
938  160 
l  788  627 
1  788  627 
256  602 
256  602 
111  870 
111  870 
15  760  84.:;12  402  775 
15  760  844  2  402  776 
2  012  69fl, 
10 000  000 
7  569  560 
3  coo  000 
8  coo  000 
:15  000  000 
45  000  000 
3  135  030 
2  012  691~1  3  1.:::.5  03J 
87  299  539 
07  299  '539 
3  152  051 
3  151  222.  9L1 
1  013  850  1 404  000 
l  013  850  l  401;  oco 
15  oco  coo 
15  000  000 
I  , 
I  I 
!  I 
I 
. I 
Il S9d  I 
11  698  I 
I 
20  250 
20  250  I 
i 
I 
l 
I 
! 
268  G9C! 692 
r..,-::,~  l\') ', t 
c_,..J-v  V:J  '~·! 
I 
i 
i 
I 
I 
11 1  '''r.J  -..  (.)  "' 
lll 370) 
! 
2j2 
- Q 
""'  I JI11Ti~X  XVII 
---·-·~-
·---
tmou~-:t  COD1'Til tt  "d  B2.sis  of  c,-,_lculation. fo:'  J\nwunt  c2J.lod 
contrib1.ltionc: 
0  o5r,  S'22  9  '571t  ·..{r"  (I)  a)  9  57·1  362  .)  /0~ 
- 132  335  (3)  - 132  335  (3) 
1965  I7 134  ?58  16  896  1;94  (2)  a)  IG  8~6 494-
- 201  EnG  (3)  - 201  876  (3) 
1966  54  5UG  075  54  '307  199  a)  54  307  10Q 
.)~ 
- 47  7'i6  (3)  - 47  776  (3) 
1967  80  039  %9  GO  039  )rO 
0-'  a)  80  039  369  - II 926''(3)  - II 926  (3) 
1966  123  tj<',9  426  123  460  6~3  a)  II4 818  183 
b)  8 -64 2  445 
1969  200  2II  787 
2('~  <):)  000  000  b)  I9I  357  555 
- ::;.nnr~r;_:.-.j e.tions.  rE:sc:rved 
1970  201  21t'l  318  285  000  000  -
- a.ppro:ru:iati  ons  reserved_ 
1971  241  ti3'\  043  427  500  000  - - aprropYiations  ~:-8s f':-r\.rCcl 
-
9Z7  561  004- a)  275  241  694  (4) 
b)  200  000  000  (5) 
-
(l)  Amount  c-Vc\ilal)lG  '-'.ccordin: to the  rule  or··  tho third.  The  chffeTcncr iwhw::n this 
( 2) 
amount  aYl_cl_  th,--,  ~·.mount  coiTII:littcd,  1·rhich  ir3  517 1[f:l0  u.2  .• ,  -,ras  conL'Tiitted  for the y0e.r  1965. 
J'J.lount  a.vc.ilGlJ1c  a.ccorc1in_· to the  PUlP  o:f'  tho thin'!,  of' vlhich  279,676 u.a.  1-mrc-
committcd for the  yec..r  1966. 
(3)  Amocmts  n·turnsd to 1-kmbc;'  8t2te2  in  ''<'STJC'nt  o::·  air~  cancel1Pd. 
(.:1)  /\rnotuJt  cctllc>d  llndc::'  thr:  2,  --··e('l;1cnt  on  }l~;'rnl"n-t  o  contrillutionG  acco:·diD._ · to  requirements  .. 
(5)  St"rtin ·-up Fund  nurs'<<mt  to  tlv-'  Colmcil Lr-sohction  oi'  21.,:.70  on  cash  prob}c!'ls  l.Jrou·.·ht 
?.bot..~t  iJ:y- tl·ansf(;-~'  +>rom  ·tl"t·-=- =--.cr·unC.  c-:rstcm  to  t~c syst0.m  of clircct  :C'inancin:r• 